GENEALOGY

of

JACOB HOEPPNER

* * *
JACOB HOEPPNER

*Dec. 22 (Feb. 3), 1748 - Mar. 4, 1826

Grabschrift

Nun hab' ich übertwunden
Kreuz, Leiden, Angst und Not.
Durch Jesu heil'ge Wunden
Bin ich versöhnt mit Gott.

*   *   *

Mrs. SARA HOEPPNER nee DUECK

*Nov. 17, 1753 - Feb. 27, 1926

Grabschrift

Hier wo meine Brüder,
Hier, wo Christi Glieder,
nach erkaempften Siegen
als ein Senfkorn liegen;
hier bei Jesu Schafen
wunsch ich auszuschlafen.

"Ich weiss, dass mein Erlöser lebt, une Er wird mich
hernach aus der Erde auferwecken."

Blume Gottes, warum brach
Dich so frueh des Gaertners Hand?
Er brach Dich nicht - Er pflanzte Dich
nur in ein bess'res Land.
Ruhe sanft in dieser Gruft,
bis Dich Jesus wieder ruft!

*   *   *
THE HOEPNEN FAMILY

Forward:

Our family, as well as every other, has its history, whether recorded or not. We have searched for information through correspondence and personal interviews. If there are any errors, we shall appreciate your corrections, for they are unintentional, and we ask for forgiveness.

The Hoeppner Family reminds us of the rich heritage we have in our forefathers. Faith in Jesus Christ as Saviour has found an important place in the lives of our forebears. Although their search for new homes was not impelled by any missionary purpose or motivated by any desire to seek converts, the fact was and is that our forefathers were motivated by a search for a homeland where they could secure for themselves and their posterity, the opportunity of a decent livelihood in agriculture and other pursuits, and a place where they could enjoy complete freedom of religion without the slightest intent of interfering with the beliefs of others.

The historical literature has failed to evaluate their work properly and to give our forebears the recognition of outstanding merit they so richly deserve. This history or heritage forms the background of our present family, and has made us, to a marked degree, what we are today. It is now our sacred trust to hand down our heritage, both spiritual and otherwise, to our descendants, who have the perfect right to expect of us the same which we expected and received from our forefathers.

We owe it to each other today to take simple steps to get to know each other better, to preserve the record, and to further brotherly love and understanding.

The family record to begin with, was intended by the writer to be for his immediate family only. When this became known, interest spread and requests were made to include all of grandfather's family. This involved the writing of many letters. It was agreed to put on record the first three generations. Each family will keep its own record from there on, if no cooperative plan is made for future compilation.

Rec'd from P. Paetkau, Sperling, Man.
To perpetuate the story of this interesting genealogy of these early pioneers and to preserve facts and personal memoirs which unite the present to the past were the purposes of the writer.

Most of the information has been received from members of the older generation of the family, by listening to their interesting stories they had to tell concerning their pioneer days, showing among other things the jolly spirit that prevailed among them. Also there were letters from older relatives in Canada and in various parts of the U.S., the National Archives in Washington, and stories told by grandparents, parents and visitors.

To all I say a hearty thankyou for your interest and faithful assistance in gaining the necessary information in preparing this book.

The first Mennonite congregation on record was organized at Zuerich, Switzerland, at 1525. Here they were called "Taeufer" or Anabaptists (Re-baptizers). They did not consent to the union of baptism; hence came the name Anabaptists. As early as 1534 Anabaptist congregations were organized by Obbe Philips. Menno Simons was educated and trained for the priesthood in the Roman Catholic Church and served for many years. The beheading of an Anabaptist led him to further study. He consulted his R.C. pastor, Martin Luther, and several others, and found they did not agree. When some Anabaptists came to the vicinity and had gained a considerable following, he came to the conclusion that his church was wrong, and that only the believers' baptism had Scriptural authority. He was baptized by Obbe Philips in 1536 and became an Anabaptist minister. He was considered an outlaw under condemnation of death. He fled to the Netherlands where he became a missionary of the cause. He became an outstanding leader of the Anabaptists in the Netherlands and Germany, and organized more Anabaptist congregations. Thus his followers gave his name to the movement.

When the Duke of Alva was governor of the Netherlands, he boasted that during his reign of six years, he had put to death 13,600 persons (of whom 15,000 were Anabaptists). Some were burned alive, some strangled, some drowned in Rivers and lakes. Others were hanged by their thumbs, and some had their tongues burned to keep
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them from praying. Hundreds of them of all ages refused to redeem their lives by recanting, and went to the place of execution with joy and singing Psalms.

In those days of persecution, some of our forefathers fled to Moravia where the Protestants were not disturbed. Others went to Poland (later Prussia) where the Polish king granted liberty to settle there. As early as 1525, rumors were heard in Germany and Netherlands of religious liberty in Prussia. These rumors attracted many as early as 1530 from the Netherlands and other areas to the Danzig region. Many of these were Frisian Mennonites.

Some of the Prussian noblemen, heard of the work of the Mennonites in reclaiming swamp lands and building of dykes in Holland, invited them to settle on the lowlands of their estates on the Vistula River. These noblemen leased their estates to the Mennonites for a long period of time until finally the land became the property of the Mennonites.

Religious toleration was not a settled policy, but the Mennonites were granted this among other privileges. They were, however, often hindered in the exercise of their religion and denied some citizens' rights.

Again and again, citizens became jealous of, and complained about the Mennonites. They demanded their expulsion and even the confiscation of their property. Fanatical clergy joined them in their demands. But noblemen and their Polish kings as a rule confirmed and kept the promise made to the first settlers. This extended through several centuries.

When W. Prussia fell into the hands of Frederick the Great, the Mennonites were well pleased because Frederick had already shown himself friendly towards the Mennonites by promising them: Freedom from military service, freedom of religion and to erect their own church buildings, right to establish their own schools, and to enter any line of industry that was open to others, right to substitute an affirmation for an oath, and right to own their own cemeteries and bury their own dead. Militarism, however, soon caused the Mennonites grave concern, and the privileges granted to them did not last long, especially when on June 20, 1774, an order was issued compelling the Mennonites to pay annually, in lieu of
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military service, the sum of $3,500.00 for the support of the military academy at Culm.

After the death of Frederick, the new king Frederick William II, issued an edict to the effect that the Mennonites owning land property were forced to support the churches, schools and parish homes of the state. Then, too, no more Mennonites were to be permitted to buy homes in Prussia.

It was evident that both state and church were determined to stop the further growth of the Mennonites. "Ampered by heavy taxes, unable to secure new homes for their growing young people, and fearful of the future, they began to look for a new home.

The excellent reputation of the Mennonites as farmers and businessmen, and their high skills in various crafts were known to many prominent Russian officials, military and civilians, since the Seven Year War, when Russian troops occupied for varying periods of time the areas in Danzig and the Vistula Valley.

However, the main source of information about the Mennonites and their chief promoter and organizer of the Mennonite Migration to New Russia (S. Russia) was a certain George Trappe. Baron Stahl, high-ranking officer, and the Grand Duchess Maria Feodorovna, wife of Paul, the heir to the throne, were both particularly well disposed toward the Mennonites. They both recommended George Trappe to the viceroy Potemkin, as a man well qualified to assist him in recruitment of foreign colonists.

In his letter to Potemkin, George Trappe claimed to have spent some 23 years in or near the Danzig area. "He knew the Mennonites well, could speak their language (Plattdeutsch), knew all about their fame in farming and various other enterprises, and of the current threats to their well-being because of the issuance in Danzig of a number of new restrictions against the acquisitions of even the smallest piece of property, house or land. Later in letters from 1788 to 1792, he claimed acquaintanceship with Mennonites in other countries, including England.

After some preliminary correspondence with Potemkin, Trappe was chosen chief promoter, recruiter and organizer of the Mennonite migration to South Russia.
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How Trappe made the acquaintance with Jacob Hoeppner is not known. He himself suggested Jacob Hoeppner, (*Jan.3,1748) to the Mennonites as candidate to dispatch a delegation to spy out the land in the Ukraine, as well as act as negotiator with the Russian government about the terms of actual immigration. He also appointed a second delegate, Johann Bartsch, to serve as secretary.

These two delegates made an inspection trip to South Russia to decide upon a tract of land for Mennonite Settlement in 1786-1788, with all expenses paid.

They selected a tract of land around Breslov, not far from Kherson, for which they received high praise for having demonstrated real statesmanship.

After considering several possibilities, including America, they finally decided to accept the invitation of Czarina Catharina II. of Russia. The invitation was extended through her personal representative, George Van Trappe. She offered religious freedom, to establish their own churches and schools, and form local form of government; however, religious propaganda among the Russians was forbidden; pay entire cost of transportation to S. Russia; tax exemption for 10 years and exemption from military service. Loans of $250.00 and support to each family until the first harvest; 175 acres of land for each family; loans to be used to start factories and industries; and free use of crown forest land.

Reasons for offering these liberal terms to the immigrants were, she wanted to settle the area bordering the Azov wrested from Turkey, and that these well-kept fields and farms serve as example for the shiftless and roaming tribes in the area.

In a few years following this invitation, over 6000 persons left their old homes in Prussia and settled on the fertile steppes of southern Russia on the Dnieper and Molotschna River.

It has been estimated that about 6000 Mennonites located in the Molotschna and another 2000 in other regions during the period from 1788 to the immigration of Mennonites to America.

The deputies now requested and the Danzig officers agreed to issue passports to these disadvantaged people, and the first Mennonite immigration to Russia got underway in March 1788.
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According to an official report, Jacob Hoeppner departed on March 23, 1788, with a group of 47, and Johann Bartsch with a company of twenty on Nov. 12, 1788. 228 Mennonite families made up of 1073 persons departed from 1788 to the middle of 1789. This trek of journey in a caravan consisted of numerous vehicles and horses, many probably walking all the way. Those people not having their own means of transportation, and the heavier belongings of some other colonists, were moved by teamsters or on barges supplied by the government.

They travelled from Danzig to Riga in Latvia, and from there southward to Dubrovna in Latvia, straight east from Danzig, where they stayed for five months during the winter, in temperatures similar to those of Minnesota. In general they received good care. It was a distance of about 300 miles on water from Danzig to Riga, and 900 miles by land. For about 75% of the way they followed the Dnieper River. "All these people were poor; babies were born on the trip. There were children, adults and old people. What an undertaking! What courage and determination! It must have been an almost unbearable adventure southward through limitless steppes, brown and desolate under the mid-summer sun.

The trek lasted from Easter 1788 until the middle of summer 1789, about one year and three months. Here the first important difficulties arose and disappointments with Russian promises took place.

First, according to the 1787 agreement, payments in equal installments were to be made during the four months after the arrival in Riga. They should then have been made during the months of January to April 1789 for the 228 families. This did not materialize. The first advances took place in Chortitza October to December 1789. What should have been received in five months, took eight years to receive in full.

Second, in accordance with an agreement made by the immigrants prior to their advance from Danzig, Hoeppner and several other men were to leave before the other colonists and to proceed to Bereslav to receive the promised building timbers and to make various preparations for the arrival of the others. Hoeppner and his party left Dubrovna in March. When they arrived at the headquarters,
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Potemkin told them of his changed plan in respect to the place of settlement - from Breslov to Chortitza. At first glance the land appeared to be barren, treeless steppe and its soils were considered inferior to those of Breslov, as was its geographic location.

Third, the 228 settlers' families were to find 27,360 boards awaiting them on arrival - 287 were missing.

Fourth, when the barges with the baggage arrived, the owners found that many of the boxes had been looted of their contents and filled with stones; what was left, was badly damaged.

The disappointments of the settlers soon gave way to bitterness. It is no wonder that many settlers gave unrestrained expression to their distrust of the deputies, and experienced complete loss of confidence in the promises made by the government.

Curses and the fiercest accusations were soon heaped upon Hoeppner and Bartsch by these settlers who believed their leaders had deceived them and had sold the goods to Potemkin.

The deputies protestations that they were in no way responsible for these infernal delays made little impression upon the discontented colonists. The special favours of the government had accorded Hoeppner and Bartsch did not help matters.

Trappe ceased his recruiting activity and Potemkin became deeply involved in military affairs. Thus Hoeppner was called on more frequently to execute the orders from the higher headquarters.

The generally incompetent staff of religious leaders complicated matters because these men could not, or would not, understand the need for the separation of church and secular affairs. Their weakness contributed to some of the serious disorders in the colonies which led to the tragic decision of 1797-1798, culminating in the expulsion of both Hoeppner and Bartsch from church membership, with its consequences.

The government, making several inspections of their colonies, heard the charges against Hoeppner and several other Mennonites. Various suggested reforms were made by Ivan Brigontsy, new director of New Russian Colonies, for their settlement and relief measures which they finally received.
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Reports spoke very favorable for the Mennonites and their economy as a whole. However, their numerous memoranda, notes, etc., presented a very messy picture of the wrangling at Chortitza.

I shall mention only three of the most important of these controversies involving the Mennonite charges against Hoeppner and his brother Peter Hoeppner. These two had been the chief members of the committee receiving the lumber at Chortitza.

1) A group of Mennonites charged that these two had wrongly appropriated 287 bds., which were intended for construction of their homes.

2) The charges against Jacob Hoeppner, pressed in particular by the clergy and the mayors of the colonies, was that during the eight years prior to 1798, he had continuously created trouble and disorder which caused harm and disturbance.

3) His years of service had been characterized by "cunning behaviour and naked self-interest". Moreover, his brother Peter had always supported him in his misdeeds. Jacob Hoeppner was also accused of misuse of government funds.

In all the welter of material found in the Leningrad archives records in the area of controversy, there is not a single document which spells out Hoeppner's misdeeds or alleged acts of misbehaviour; nor have any records of Hoeppner's actual trial been discovered. This available material does not show any definite thoroughness with which either Brigontsy or Herrn HO. Rath Contenius looked into M. charges against the Hoeppners. What is disturbing is that both officials for two years, 1798-1799, i.e., before the trial of the Hoeppners, repeatedly used the expression, "as already found completely guilty". Yet the punishment to be imposed upon them and accepted by the court, failed to list their misdeeds specifically or to discuss them.

The eventual judgement of the court was that the two brothers were to be imprisoned, and they were required to reimburse the government for general expenses and the loans granted to Jacob Hoeppner in the amount of 1845 Rubles and 35 Kopeks. To satisfy the claims of the government in December 1788 Hoeppner sold all his livestock and 1801 all his other property. The collection of Peter Hoeppner's
debts were more complicated, because he owned less livestock and a house of poorer quality.

The Hoeppners did not stay long in prison. Both refused to recant their "sins" or to admit having committed any "crimes". Both also refused to apologize and to beg for re-admission to the church.

As a result of the messy state of affairs in most of the colonies, including non-Mennonite colonies, there was utter chaos in the entire colonial system of government in 1801. The Ekspeditsia in 1801 revamped the whole machinery of government. On the occasion of the new emperor's coronation, Alexander I, in April 1801, a general amnesty was proclaimed. This of course included the Hoeppners. But at the request of Mennonite authorities, they were not permitted to return to their former homes.

Jacob Hoeppner and his wife and small children found a private home where he for several years operated a cheese factory. Eventually he was admitted as a member in the Frisian Mennonite Church in the colony of Chortitza, where he soon succeeded again in building up one of the finest farms in the entire settlement.

Bartsch did not share the fate of his colleague. Although also expelled from the church, he immediately bagged forgiveness for "wrong" actions. This was accepted, and he was restored to membership in the church. Later, however, he suffered the humiliation of being ordered to destroy several musical instruments possessed by the family. The guardians of the purity of the faith declared the owning and the playing of musical instruments dangerous flirting with evil.

And so Chortitza, despite years of great difficulties and bitter conflict, and dire predictions, did come through its trials and tribulations, and did expand over a period of years and eventually became one of the most prosperous of all foreign colonies in Russia.

In 1890, a century after the first Mennonite settlers came to Russia, the Mennonites erected a monument, a beautiful seven foot obelisk of grey granite, in honour of each of the deputies, Jacob Hoeppner and Johann Bartsch, and publicly acknowledged that they had been treated unjustly by their contemporaries.
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Historical and family fwayneology which is interesting to know and gives insight into the past, reveals that the deputy Jacob Hoeppner of Prussia, who led the Mennonites to South Russia, and for whom the one obelisk was erected, is our forefather.

The name Hoeppner occurs only a few times in the period before the emigration of 1788-1789 from Prussia to Russia. There seemed to be only three Hoeppners in the special Mennonite census in W. Prussia in 1766. These three came to settle in Russia.

Jacob rose on horseback from Holland to Prussia. He and Anton Hoeppner settled in the village of "Insel Chortitza", and Peter Hoeppner in the Village of Chortitza, which was not on the island.

Jacob Hoeppner was born Jan. 3, 1748 in Hakenduder, and his wife Sara nee Dyck was born Nov. 17, 1753 in Neustadtterlerwald. They had at least 4 children (record shows 9 children): Helena, born 1775, in Bohnsack, Maria * 1789 on the trip to Russia, and Elisabeth and Jacob were born on the island Chortitza in the 1790ties. They lived in Bohnsack about seven miles east of Danzig at the time of the migration to Russia. They settled on the island Chortitza in 1789.

Anton Hoeppner came from Kleinmasdorferweide, where he was born about 1760. His wife Catharina was born around 1760. They had at least five children, and settled also on the "Insel Chortitza in 1789.

Peter Hoeppner came from Einlage (Weichsel) and settled in the village of Chortitza in 1789. Peter Hoeppner was born about 1752 and his wife Anna around 1740. They had at least five children.

Elder David Epp was one of the men who secured the written Privilegium from St. Petersburg in 1798-1800, giving Mennonites Freedom from military service.

In 1870 the Russian government withdrew the promise to give the Mennonites this freedom. As a result thousands made up their minds that they would look for a new place to which they could migrate. After some investigation, they chose the U.S. as their future home.
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Apparently our family hailed from the Chortitza colony and the village of Bergthal, S., Russia. Excerpts from the list of passengers of the ship "Vaderland", which left from Antwerp, Belgium, transporting the Hoeppner family to America, shows that they arrived in Philadelphia on July 28, 1876. There 601 passengers on this list of which 538 were Mennonites.

The following members of the Grandfather Dietrich Hoeppner family were on the ship:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grandfather Dietrich H.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>farmer &amp; shoemaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; mother-Maria (Buhr)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son Diedrich D.H.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wife-Anna(Siemens)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diedrich</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son Peter</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daughter-Susanna</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son-Edward</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following members of the family were not on the ship:

Mary - ∞ Johann Stoesz (who was in the milling business and came a year later)

Margaret - ∞ Abram Harder (owner and operator of a large general store)

Cornelius - it is said he was too much in love with his big draft-horse and farm business to leave; he also anticipated a settlement of the Mennonite-Russain concern

Jacob ∞ - had left for Canada a year earlier with his father-in-law Hiebert.

Upon arrival, Grandfather and family proceeded straightway to Minnesota, "atonwan Country, where they arrived on July 28, 1876. Here they homesteaded a 1/4 section of land in Adrian township -Sec.28- where he established his home. His neighbours south and west were several Irish Catholic families, such as Tom and Mark McDonoughs, Roods, Regans and O'Connors. Swedes were north and west of him.
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The first buildings constructed on the farm were a granary and a cabin by the former homesteader, who left the farm. Grandfather paid homesteader $100.00 for the buildings which he used for temporary housing.

Using the Russian style of architecture, they placed house, barn, stable and shop all under one roof. Many settlers did the same when they came here. But grandfather found the American style more convenient and practical. According to reports, the first building he constructed was a comparatively large barn away from the cabin which presumably became the leanto of the two-story house. Grandfather Hoeppner died there in 1882, before he had the place improved. Grandmother and family continued to complete the homestead requirements in 1883, and they continued to make it their home. The land is still owned by members of the family.

About the Author

Born Oct. 6, 1886, I was brought up on a farm north of Butterfield, Minnesota, the third of a family of seven. Sometime after the death of my wife, I thought it might prove interesting to the present and future generations to bring back the long forgotten early history of their experience in Russia.

Now a resident of Mountain Lake, Minnesota, since my graduation from the German Preparatory School, Mankato Teachers' College, and the University of Minnesota, and with additional training on a higher level in Supervision and Administration in Education, I have a full life of forty-two years of teaching and administration in public schools. I also was first president of the Senior Citizens Centre of Mountain Lake; and Justice of the Peace for many years.

-Bernard Heppner
Mitteilungen aus seinem Leben

Heft. Jakob Hoeppner (M.R., 24.9.1930)


Doch ich kannte die Gefahr noch nicht und die li tigen Anlaufe des Feindes, der umhergeht wie ein bruellender Loewe und sucht welchen er verschlinge 1.Petr.5.8. „ahre gingen dariuber hin. Ich feuerte zwar ein Gebetsleben aber die erste Liebe und der Friede mit Gott waren doch sehr verschwunden, Aber der Gott aller Gnade weckte sein armes, tiefgefallenes Kind. Es ging mir wohl eingerissen so wie dem Koenig David im 32. Psalm: ”Denn
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deine "and war Tag und Nacht schwer auf mir, dass mein Saft ver-
trocknete, wie es im Sommer duerre wird." O es waren furchtbare
Busskämpfe in dem Galuben, ich hatte die Suende wider den Heili-
gen Geist begangen. O, nur der kanns recht verstehen, der Aehn-
liches erfahren muss. Der grosse Gott, voller Barmherzigkeit und
Erbarmen, liess aber das Licht seiner Liebe ins arme kranke Herz
scheinen nach seinem Wort: "Dem Gerechten muss das Licht immer
wieder aufgehen, und Freude dem frommen Herzen" Psal, 97,11.
Das glaube ich war eine wichtige Vorschule auf mein späteres
Predigtamt, zu dem ich schon hier in Manitoba durch die Prediger-
wahl der Bergthaler Gemeinde anno 1887 den 17. Maerz in meinem
36. Lebensjahr berufen wurde und zum Aeltesten dieser Gemeinde
anno 1903 und ordiniert Ostern den dritten Feiertag in meinem
53. Lebensjahr.

Und was soll ich noch weiter sagen von meiner armen Wenigkeit?
Ich stehe noch da, als ein Wunder der erbarmenden Gnade unseres
grossen Gottes, der sein armes fehlervolles Kind in Geduld und
Liebe getragen hat, in Christo Jesu, bis zu dieser Stunde. Und
was ich in den dunkelsten Stunden meines Lebens gelernt habe bis
hierher, ist die Vollgeltigkeit des Blutes Jesu meines Heilandes.
Indem er eingegangen ist um zu erscheinen vor dem angesehene Got-
tes fuer uns und hat eine ewige Erloesung erfunden. Heb.9,12.

Zum Schluss moechte ich noch alle Geschwister auf die Worte
des Apostels Petrus verweisen: "Seid nuechtern und wachet; denn
euer Widersacher, der Teufel, gehet umher wie ein bruellender
Loewe und sucht welchen er verschlinge. Dem widerstehet fest
im Glauben, und wisset, das eben dieselben Leiden ueber eure Bru-
der in der Welt gehen."

Nun zum Schluss mit Brudergruss und den Worten des Apostels
Petrus 1. Petr. 5,8-11.

Euer alter Mitarbeiter

Jacob Hoeppner
(81 Jahre)
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Jacob Hoeppner *Dec. 22, (Feb. 3) 1748 W. Prussia, +Mar. 4, 1826 Chortitza

He led the first group of Mennonites to Russia in 1788. His marriage lasted 42 weeks. [Settled 1789 on inner Chortitza]

Jacob Hoeppner remarried Oct. 12, 1773

Sara Dueck *Nov. 17, 1753 Neustete, Ellerwald, W. Prussia +Feb. 27, 1826

Daughter of Jacob Dueck

Children Hoeppner

A1 Helena *Mar. 11, 1775 - +
A2 Anna * 1777 - +June 29, 1826
A3 Jacob * 1785 - + 1788
A4 Maria * 1787 - + Jan. 9, 1851
A5 Katharina * 1789 - + 1789
A6 Katharina *July 15, 1789 - + Sep. 1, 1804 Chortitza
A7 Jacob *Mar. 24, 1797 - + Sep. 19, 1883 - + Anna Brandt
   Elisabeth * Sep. 1, 1792

- oo Peter Hildebrand
- oo Heinrich Penner

Helena Hoeppner *Mar. 11, 1775 - + June 19, 1833 Chortitza.

- oo Feb. 8, 1793

Peter Michael Hildebrand *Mar. 3, 1754 W. Prussia, = 1791
+ Mar. 27, 1849 Chortitza, R.
Son of Michael Hildebrand & Maria nee Boerends

Children Hildebrand

B1 Helena *May 11, 1794 - + June 2, 1794
B2 Jacob *Sep. 3, 1795 - + Sep. 12, 1867 - + Katharina Friesen
B3 Justina *Dec. 6, 1800 - + Sep. 4, 1883 - + Abram Edmund Klassen
B4 Maria *Aug. 18, 1804 - + May 1818
B5 Katharina *July 24, 1807 - + Sep. 5, 1814
B6 Anna *Feb. 10, 1810 - + Oct. 17, 1867 - + Dietrich Oyck
B7 Katharina *Jan. 4, 1814
B8 Sara *Mar. 11, 1817 - + Jan. 11, 1888 - Johann H. Moders

Peter M. Hildebrand remarried Aug. 10, 1834

Mrs. Aganetha (Jakob) Friesen nee Braun *July 9, 1781 - + Aug. 17, 1851
She was the mother of - B2- Jacob's wife.

Mrs. Helena Hildebrand nee Hoeppner left the house quietly one day, and her body was found later in shallow water in the Dnepr River. Funeral was on June 20, 1833.

Peter M. Hildebrand belonged to the Lutheran Church in Ladekopp, Prussia. He left for Russia with Jacob Hoeppner in 1789, was baptized 1791 and joined the Mennonite Church.
He was elected as teacher (minister) July 10, 1810 in the Old-Kronsweider Church, Old Colony, Russia.
Hoeppner - Hildebrand

A1 - B2
Jacob Peter Hildebrand * Sep. 3, 1795 - + Sep. 12, 1867 Chortitza, R.
∞ Aug. 16, 1823
Katharina J. Friesen * Mar. 16, 1806 - + Aug. 23, 1860 Chortitza, R.

Daughter of Jacob Friesen & Anganetha nee Braun.

Children Hildebrand:
C1 Peter * June 10, 1824 - + July 14, 1824
C2 Peter * May 31, 1825 - + Oct. 2, 1900
C3 Jakob * Jan. 16, 1827 - + Dec. 1, 1874 - ∞ Katharina Schellenberg
C4 Johann * Oct. 23, 1828 - + June 17, 1905 - ∞ Sara Peters
C5 (son) * 1830 - + stillborn
C6 Kornelius * Jan. 2, 1833
C7 Katharina * July 2, 1836
C8 Anganetha * Mar. 28, 1838
C9 Bernhard * July 11, 1840
C10 Helena * Oct. 28, 1842
C11 Maria * Aug. 2, 1845

∞ Anna Epp
∞ Peter Unrath
∞ Julius Heinrichs
∞ Anna Peters
∞ Heinrich Plennert
∞ Heinrich Pauls

A1 - B2 - C3
Jakob Jakob Hildebrand * Jan. 16, 1827 - + Apr. 11, 1874 Neu Schoenwiese (small pox)
∞ Nov. 1, 1851

Katharina Schellenberg * Aug. 18, 1830 - + Nov. 19, 1888

Children Hildebrand:
D1 Katharina * Oct. 18, 1852
D2 Anna * Dec. 11, - +
D3 Jakob *
D4 Paul *
D5 Anna * July 15, 1862
D6 Helena *

∞ Heinrich Gerz

D1 - B2 C3 - D1
Katharina Hildebrand * Oct. 18, 1852 - + Apr. 11, 1874

∞ Heinrich Gerz * Oct. 25, 1830 - + Apr. 13, 1874

S1.06
Hoeppner - Hildebrand

Johann Jakob Hildebrand *Oct. 23, 1828 - +June 17, 1905
∞ 1857

Sara Peters *Aug. 6, 1839 - +Jan. 4, 1872

Children Hildebrand:

D1 Katharina *Sep. 10, 1858 - +Mar. 10, 1874 - J. Siemens
D2 Sara *Apr. 28, 1860 +Aug. 11, 1864 - Dania Peters
D3 Johann *Mar. 17, 1863 - +July 11, 1863 - Gerhard G. Hassen
D4 Helena *Sep. 7, 1864 - +Mar. 11, 1908 - Dania Peters
D5 Anganetha *Apr. 29, 1866 +Aug. 9, 1919 - Gerhard G. Hassen
D6 Johann *May 1, 1868 +May 12, 1869 - J. Siemens
D7 Elisabeth *May 15, 1869 +Apr. 5, 1895 - J. Siemens
8 John +Dec. 2, 1871 +Jan. 18, 1872

Johann J. Hildebrand remarried (his sister-in-law) (his sister-in-law)
Mrs. Katharina Hildebrand nee Schellenberg, +Nov. 19, 1888

Sara Hildebrand *Apr. 28, 1860 +Aug. 11, 1939 Canada
∞ Feb. 5, 1881
Johan Siemens *Dec. 5, 1851 +Dec. 25, 1919

Children Siemens:

E1 Peter *Nov. 26, 1881 - +Mar. 6, 1882 - Agatha Peters
E2 Johann *Nov. 5, 1883 - +Dec. 27, 1919 - Johann Peters
E3 Peter *Mar. 14, 1886 - Heinrich Abbrecht
E4 Maria *May 3, 1888 - Peter Dyck - J. Peters
E5 Sara *Feb. 12, 1891 -
E6 Helena *July 4, 1894 - Peter K. Peters
E7 Anganetha *Mar. 28, 1897 - +Oct. 27, 1961 -
A1-B2-C4-D2-E3

Peter Johann Siemens * Mar. 14, 1886
00 June 2, 1910

Angezeha Peters * June 23, 1890, + July 1, 1971
Daughter of Johann Joh. Peters * Nov. 30, 1864, + Nov. 5, 1919
+ Angezeha noe Peters * Sep. 6, 1866, + Sep. 15, 1932

Children Siemens:
F1 Wilhelm * Mar. 11, 1911
F2 Lois * May 28, 1912 - + Nov. 25, 1914
F3 Agnes * June 21, 1915 - + Mar. 20, 1919
F4 Lise * June 24, 1915
F5 Albert * Oct. 1, 1917
F6 Johanna * Dec. 18, 1919
F7 Herman * June 24, 1924 + May 1, 1925
F8 Sophie * Oct. 9, 1928
F9 Rudolph Walter + Sep. 1, 1934

- Esther Nickel
- Jacob Nickel
- Evelyn Verksen
- Hiese Klassen
- Jacob K. Dyck

A1-B2-C4-D2-E3-F1

Wilhelm Siemens * Mar. 11, 1911
00 July 11, 1937

Esther Nickel *

Daughter of Heinz rich Nickel:

Children Siemens:
H1-02, C4 - D2 - E3 - F4

Elizabeth Siemens * June 24, 1915
00 July 10, 1936

Jacob Nickel &

Some of Heinrich Nickel

Children Nickel
Albert Siemens b 6-1, 1897
  d 11-1, 1950
Evelyn Dorksen *
  Daughter of Wilhelm Dorksen

Children Siemens:
Johann Siemens * Dec 18, 1819
* May 22, 1943
Elizabeth Klassen *
Daughter of Nicolaus Klassen

Children Siemens:
S <NAME> 9th, 1928.

6th Nov, 1950.

Jacob K. Dyck

Son of Kornellus Dyck

Children Dyck:
Maria Siemens 1 May 3, 1888 1 Aug 29, 1977 Winnipeg
00 June 12, 1914
Johann Peters 1 Oct 21, 1888 + Nov 5, 1919 murdered
Son of Johann J. Peters Nov 30, 1864 + Nov 5, 1919
+ Margaretha niece Peters Sep 6, 1866, + Sep 15, 1932
Children Peters
F1 Victor 1 July 27, 1915 - Elizabeth Dyck
F2 Johann Arthur 1 Apr 30, 1919 - Apr 16, 1958 - Irene Wimmer
Mrs. Maria Peters remarried 1932
Rev. Jacob Siemens (widower) 1 Dec 30, 1882 + Mar 2, 1957
Son of Jacob Siemens
Children Siemens by his 1st marriage
1 Jacob
2 Eva
3 Agnes
4 Karl
5 John

Victor Peters 1 July 27, 1915
Professor of University
Divorced
Elizabeth Dyck
Daughter of
Children Peters
G1 Rosmarie
G2 Karl
H1-B2-E4-D2-E4-F2-

John Arthur Peters M.D. * Apr. 30, 1919 + Apr. 16, 1958 Winnipeg
00 July 14, 1945

Irene Williams * Apr. 19, 1932 Haibstadt, S.R.
 Daughter of Niemick Williams * Sep. 10, 1888 + Sep. 30, 1957
 + Elirose Goosse * Oct. 21, 1891

Children Peters:
Q1 John Arthur * May 25, 1952 Vancouver
Q2 Paul Eric * May 27, 1954 Winnipeg
Q3 Ingrid Louise * Feb. 6, 1957
B1 - B2 - C4 - D2 - E4 - F4
Eva Siemens x Apr. 29,
on June 11, 1938
Nick Braun x Jan. 10, 1912
Son of Isreal Braun x Jan. 5, 1871, + Feb. 7, 1930.
+ Agatha Rompe x Mar. 27, 1875, + Feb. 12, 1965.
Children Braun:
  g1 Erika Margarethen x May 3, 1941, Winnipeg, - John Dyck
  g2 Gerda Elizabeth x Mar. 26, 1943, " Edward Dyck
  g3 Ino + x June 24, 1947,

B1 - B2 - C4 - D2 - E4 - F4 - g1
Erika Margarethen Braun x May 3, 1941, Winnipeg
  x
  John Dyck +
  Son of

B1 - B2 - C4 - D2 - E4 - F4 - g2
Gerda Elizabeth Braun x Mar. 26, 1943, Winnipeg
  x
  Edward Dyck +

Henry Ziobro (widower) b June 21, 1886 - d 1933.

Son of

Children Ziobro:

F1 Heinrich b July 8, 1927 - d 1949 - m married

F2 Helen b Dec 27, 1922

His [F3] Conrad

Her [F4] Annie

came to Canada 1913

R1 B2 C4 D2 E5 F2

Helen Ziobro b Dec 27, 1922

Dietrich Neufeld b 1924

Children Neufeld: 4 sons
AI BZ CH DK FL

Helena Siences 4 July 4, 1894, Nieder Chortitsa, S.R.
† Jan. 14, 1968
60 1920
Peter Dyck 1 4 1927
Son of
2 children Dyck - Beth 1 in infancy

Mrs. Helena Dyck remarried Dec. 6, 1932
Johann Peters 4 Feb. 2, 1898, Burwarte, S.R.
Son of Johann Peter Peters
† Katharine (Johann) Thiessen

Johann Peters remarried Aug. 15, 1970
Mrs. Nitha Keizer bee Jansen 4 Nov. 13, 1903, Petrowka, P.
Daughter of Franz Jansen
† Maria Klassen
A1-B2-C4-O2-E7

Hageneitha Siemens * Mar. 28, 1897 + Oct. 27, 1961
00 Nov 27, 1920

Peter K. Peters * Apr. 1, 1895 + 1963
Son of Konradis Peters * Oct. 30, 1858, + Mar. 23, 1912
+ Maria Nidebrandt * May 13, 1862, + May 4, 1920

Children Peters:
F1 Peter x Dec. 3, 1924
F2 Edna Helen x June 9, 1929
F3 Esther Megs Maria * Aug. 10, 1928
F4 Maria x May 15, 1923 + in infancy

A1-B2-C4-O2-E7-F1

Peter Peters * Dec. 3, 1924
00 June 11, 1947
Lillian McCoff * Sep. 5, 1922
Daughter of John McCoff
+ devotion Rilani

Children Peters:
G1 Peter John * July 14, 1950
G2 Perry Connell * Aug. 2, 1953

A1-B2-C4-O2-E7-F1-G1

Peter John Peters * July 14, 1950
00 June 8, 1973
Hesley Marion Campbell +
Daughter of
AI-B2-E4-02-F7-F2
Elsie Helen Peters 5 June 9, 1929
60 Aug. 4, 1931
Cornelius Goerzen 5 Sep. 20, 1934
Son of Horacio & Maria Goerzen 5 Apr. 24, 1891, 8 Nov. 17, 1970
Children Goerzen:
G1 David Wayne 5 Sep. 20, 1953
G2 Sean Louise 5 Dec. 9, 1955

AI-B2-E4-02-F7-F3
Esther Agnes Marie Peters 5 Aug. 10, 1934
Died July 6, 1963
David Donald Saratsky 5 Jan. 12, 1938
Son of
Children Saratsky:
G1 Janet Marie 5 Jul. 14, 1964
G2 David John 5 Dec. 23, 1966
G3 Gordon Peter 5 Aug. 25, 1968
Kölnbrücke

pp. 26 - 153
pp. 171 - 218 Helene Niedebrand - Joh. Hendel
pp. 219 - 220 Justine Niedebrand - N. Kleen
220-1 - 220-106
Hoenen - Hildebrand

A1 - B2 - C6

Kornelius Jakob Hildebrand *Jan. 2, 1833 - +

∞ July 25, 1854

Anna Bpp *July 10, 1833 - + Oct. 2, 1919

Children Hildebrand:

D1 Anna * - 1854 +
D2 Jakob *Nov. 8, 1855 - +Sep. 21, 1899 -∞ Katharina Braun -∞ Peter Pries
D3 Helena *Apr. 2, 1857 - +June 8, 1877 -∞ Susanna Sawatzky -∞ Johann Martens
D4 Katharina *Dec. 20, 1858 - +Jan. 19, 1861
D5 Kornelius *Oct. 27, 1860 - +Nov. 28, 1860
D6 Kornelius *Jan. 16, 1862 - +Nov. 7, 1866 -∞ Abram Goerzen
D7 Anna *Sep. 4, 1863 -∞ Jakob Wyck
D8 Peter *Apr. 11, 1866 -∞ Margaretha Loewen
D9 Katharina *Oct. 15, 1867 - +June 15, 1877 -∞ singles, poisoned by fish
D10 Aganetha *May 1, 1869
D11 Maria *Oct. 21, 1870
D12 Elisabeth *Jan. 11, 1873
D13 Kornelius *Nov. 28, 1875

A1 - B2 - C6 - D2

Jakob Kornelius Hildebrand *Nov. 8, 1855 - +Sep. 21, 1899

∞ July 13, 1880

Katharina Braun *Jan. 25, 1862

Children Hildebrand:

E1 Jakob *May 24, 1881
E2 Kornelius *May 4, 1883 - +
E3 Johann *June 2, 1886 - +Jan. 9, 1888
E4 Kornelius *Sep. 10, 1889 - +Sep. 10, 1890
E5 Katharina *Nov. 13, 1892
E6 Kornelius *Mar. 22, 1895
E7 Anna *Jan. 15, 1898
Hoeppner - Hildebrand - Pries

A1 - B2 - C6 - D7
Anna Hildebrand * Sep. 4, 1863 - 
+ Apr. 19, 1884
Peter Pries * June 27, 1863
Son of
Children Pries:
E1 Peter * Jan. 4, 1885 - + June 21, 1886
E2 Anna * June 3, 1886 - + Feb. 7, 1890
E3 Katharina * July 18, 1887 -
E4 Kornelius * Jan. 14, 1889 - + Mar. 7, 1890
E5 Anna * Apr. 30, 1891
E6 Anganetha * Apr. 3, 1893
E7 Peter * Apr. 30, 1895 - + May 14, 1896
E8 Peter * Feb. 21, 1897 - + Nov. 27, 1912
E9 Kornelius * Mar. 29, 1899
E10 Gerhard * Apr. 28, 1903

A1 - B2 - C6 - D7 - E6
Anganetha Pries * Apr. 3, 1893
+ Sep. 19, 1909
Peter Janzen *
Son of
(engagement May 18, 1909)
Peter Kornelius Hildebrand *Apr. 11, 1866 - +May 17, 1912-14
∞ Apr. 15, 1890
Susanna K. Sawatzky * Nov. 6, 1869
Daughter of

Children Hildebrand:
E1 Kornelius *Feb. 10, 1891
E2 Susanna *Jan. 3, 1893 - +July 16, 1905 (drowned)
E3 Peter *Jan. 23, 1895
E4 Heinrich *Mar. 1, 1897
E5 Anna *June 1899
E6 Katharina *Mar. 28, 1902
E7 Jakob *Oct. 27, 1904
E8 Gerhard *Oct. 27, 1904
E9 Herman *June 22, 1908 - +May 12, 1909

Peter K. Hildebrand had cancer of the throat, was operated on in Berlin. Had several operations, but it was too late.
Hoeppner - Hildebrand - Martens

A1 - B2 - C6 - D10
Aganetha A. Hildebrand * May 1, 1869 - +Feb. 4, 1912 (kidney trouble) in Feb. 21, 1891
Johann Martens * Sep. 21, 1865
Son of
Children Martens:
E1 Johann * Dec. 13, 1891 - + 1893
E2 Anna * May 19, 1894
E3 Maria * July 2, 1899 - + 1898
E4 Kornelius * Jan. 19, 1899
E5 Peter * Sep. 25, 1902
E6 Johann * June 16, 1906

Johann Martens remarried
Anna Peters * Jan. 13, 1876
Hospener - Hildebrand - Goerzen

A1 - B2 - C6 - D11
Maria A. Hildebrand *Oct. 21, 1870
∞ July 17, 1888
Abram Goerzen * Sep. 24, 1863
Son of

Children Goerzen:
E1 Maria *Mar. 18, 1889 -
E2 Kornelius *Apr. 24, 1890
E3 Anna *Feb. 6, 1892
E4 Abram *Jan. 22, 1894
E5 Aganetha *Jan. 19, 1896
E6 Heinrich *Nov. 5, 1897
E7 Peter *Nov. 24, 1903 - + 1924

- Helena Hoener
- Susanna Scheder - Nana Sdv.
- Jacob Hoener
- Justina Ducker
- Abram Koeper
- Anna Hoener
Hoeppler - Hildebrand - Dyck

Al - B2 - C6 - D12

Elisabeth K. Hildebrand *Jan. 11, 1873
∞ Oct. 10, 1896
Jakob Dyck *Aug. 3, 1877
Son of

Children Dyck:
E1 Kornelius *Dec. 31, 1903
E2 Elisabeth *Aug. 10, 1905
E3 Anna *Nov. 7, 1907
E4 Martin *July 8, 1910
Kornelius K. Hildebrand *Nov. 28, 1875
Nov. 15, 1901
Margaretha Loewen *Oct. 27, 1876
Daughter of
Children Hildebrand:
E1 Anna *Oct. 26, 1902
E2 Kornelius *Oct. 7, 1904
E3 Katharina *July 19, 1906
E4 Margaretha *Mar. 18, 1908
E5 Dietrich *Jan. 30, 1910
E6 Jakob *Apr. 9, 1913
E7 Peter *Apr. 9, 1913
Hoepnner - Hildebrand - Unrau

A1 - B2 - C7

Katharina J. Hildebrand *July 2, 1836
+++ Oct. 22, 1857

Peter Unrau *Oct. 22, 1829 - +Feb. 3, 1907

Son of

Children Unrau:
D1 Peter *May 1, 1859
D2 Jakob *June 14, 1861
D3 Johann *Mar. 8, 1863
D4 Kornelius *Aug. 19, 1865
D5 Katharina *Jan. 11, 1868
D6 Bernhard *Mar. 9, 1870
D7 Heinrich *Oct. 13, 1872 - +Mar. 22, 1873
D8 Heinrich *July 3, 1874 - +June 27, 1875
D9 Sara *May 7, 1876
D10 Julius *Nov. 9, 1878

Peter Unrau lived in Kronsweide, was member of the Mennonite Church, joined the Baptist Church later.
Hoeppner - Hildebrand - Heinrichs

A1 - B2 - C8

Anganetha J. Hildebrand *Mar. 28, 1838
∞ Nov. 8, 1859
Julius Heinrichs +Oct. 16, 1894

Son of

Children Heinrichs:

D1 Jakob *Feb. 3, 1861
D2 Anganetha *Nov. 12, 1862
D3 Peter *Dec. 21, 1867
D4 Katharina *Dec. 29, 1869
D5 Maria *June 8, 1872 - +Oct. 30, 1874
D6 Anna *Feb. 27, 1874 - +Nov. 19, 1874
D7 Maria *Mar. 6, 1876
D8 Julius *Jun. 26, 1881 - +Oct. 5, 1886
Bernhard J. Hildebrand *July 11, 1840 - + Dec. 31, 1910 Chortitza, R.

Anna Peters *Mar. 16, 1842 - + Aug. 24, 1881

Children Hildebrand:
D1 Katharina *Dec. 13, 1865 - + May 4, 1898 - + Abraham Klassen
D2 Anna *Oct. 23, 1868
D3 Bernhard *June 26, 1871 - +
D4 Johann *Sep. 20, 1872
D5 Helena *Feb. 3, 1875 - +
D6 Sara *Sep. 3, 1877
D7 Bärnhardt *Aug. 2, 1880

Bernhard J. Hildebrand remarried
Mrs. (Julius) Peters (Klassen) nee Martens *Sep. 11, 1851 + June 22, 1907 Chortitza, R.

Daughter of
D8 Maria *Mar. 15, 1883
D9 Aganetha *Nov. 6, 1885
D10 Kornelius *Apr. 2, 1887
D11 Heinrich *May 5, 1890
D12 Wilhelm *Dec. 26, 1895

Katharina Hildebrand * Dec. 13, 1865 Chortitza, + May 4, 1898

Abraham Klassen *Mar. 8, 1859

Children Klassen:
E1 Helena *July 1, 1886 - + Oct. 24, 1899
E2 Johann *Mar. 13, 1888
E3 Bernhard *Oct. 29, 1889
E4 Abram *Nov. 18, 1891 - + Mar. 4, 1898
E5 Katharina *July 21, 1893
E6 Jakob *Feb. 15, 1895 - + Apr. 4, 1896
E7 Jakob *Mar. 23, 1897

Abraham Klassen remarried Oct. 6, 1898
Mrs. (Peter) Peters nee Pauls *

Daughter of
E8 Helena *July 23, 1899

Abraham Klassen remarried Aug. 12, 1901 Chortitza, R.
Margaretha Braun *

Daughter of
E9 Abram *Feb. 4, 1902 - + May 6, 1915
E10 Peter *Dec. 19, 1903 - + Mar. 1, 1905
E11 Margaretha *Nov. 20, 1905
E12 Elisabeth *Mar. 3, 1909
E13 Maria *Jan. 10, 1911
Helena J. Hildebrand  *Oct. 28, 1842   - +  1897
* Sep. 25, 1862

Heinrich Plennert  *
- +Nov. 8, 1910 (died in his sleep)

Children Plennert:

D1 Heinrich  *Sep. 7, 1863   - +
D2 Helena   *Jan. 5, 1865
D3 Jakob    *May 20, 1867
D4 Peter    *July 30, 1869   - +
D5 Anganetha *July 30, 1869   - +
D6 Johann   *Aug. 4, 1872
D7 Anganetha *Feb. 13, 1875
D8 Katharina *Nov. 8, 1876   - +
D9 Anna     *May 7, 1879   - +
D10 Kornelius *June 8, 1880
D11 Bernhard *Feb. 5, 1882   - +
D12 Maria   *Nov. 4, 1883
D13 Bernhard *Oct. 23, 1884
Hoeppner - Hildebrand - Pauls

Maria J. Hildebrand *Aug. 2, 1845
∞ Sep. 3, 1866 - by Rev. Peter Klassen in the school in Chortitz
Heinrich Pauls *Oct. 5, 1835 Rosental, R., + Nov. 15, 1900
Son of

Children Pauls:
D1 Maria *June 24, 1867
D2 Heinrich *May 15, 1869 + Oct. 13, 1933 - a married
D3 Katharina *Mar. 16, 1871 - Mar. 17, 1871
D4 Katharina *Feb. 18, 1872
D5 Jakob *Nov. 9, 1873
D6 Anganetha *Nov. 20, 1876 + Sep. 10, 1919
D7 Bernhard *June 20, 1877
D8 Johann *Nov. 23, 1879 + Oct. 8, 1881
D9 Kornelius *July 16, 1881
D10 Helena *June 14, 1883
D11 Susanna *May 3, 1885

D6 Anganetha Pauls *Nov. 20, 1876 + Sep. 10, 1919
∞ Heinrich K. Heinrichs of Dubrowka, R.
Maria Paula * June 29, 1867
00 Nov. 26, 1891
Gerhard Rompel (widower) * Jan 21, 1863

Children Rompel - By his 1st marriage:
  e1 Magdalena * Aug 9, 1884
  e2 Gerhard * June 29, 1887
  e3 Johann * Feb 1, 1890 - Dec 31, 1962

E4 Heinrich * Aug. 1892 - Oct 18, 1894
E5 Maria * Sep 11, 1894
E6 Heinrich * Sep 10, 1897 - + 1919 Typhus
E7 David * Nov 12, 1899
E8 Jacob * June 26, 1903 - +

Calif.
Sebastian
Jacob N. Hoepchner
July 10, 1901 Winkler + Apr. 16, 1950
Son of Jacob Hoepchner (grandson of Elder Jacob Hoepchner - 1807-81-81)
of nee Neufeld

1925

Susanne Samatzy

9 children - 4 daughters, 5 sons
1 daughter +
H1-13  C11-D4  E1

Justina Jankow * Aug. 27, 1894

00 Apr. 26, 1920 Rosenhof (as of Sep. 26, 1920?)

Johann Sawatzky * Apr. 26, 1872 Niederchorficha

Son of

Children Sawatzky:

F1 Irene * Sep. 9, 1921

F2 Katharina * Dec. 2, 1925

F3 Johann * Oct. 31, 1927

F4 Jacob * Jan. 12, 1930

- Heinrich Bergman
- Jakob Hart
- Elvira Frieden
- Annie Apjo
Children:

G1 Louise * Sep 5, 1947
G2 Henry * Mar 1, 1950
G3 Mary Ann * Oct 9, 1952
G4 Helen * Oct 19, 1954 - pianist
G5 Jacob * Oct 22, 1958

Children Hall:

G1 Harry * Aug 21, 1951
G2 Alfred * Oct 30, 1952
G3 Betty * Nov 24, 1955
G4 Bruno * Aug 28, 1960
John Sawatzky * Oct 31, 1927
00 Dec 29, 1956

Elvira Friese * Apr 25, 1925
Daughter of Abram Friese
& Margaretha

Children Sawatzky:
G1 Paul Abram * Sep 7, 1957
G2 Hedie Justina * Nov 5, 1958
G3 Werner John * July 9, 1960
G4 David James * Dec 23, 1961
G5 Darlene Ann * Jan 20, 1963

Jacob Sawatzky * Jan 12, 1930
00 July 18, 1959

Helen Fpp *
Daughter of

Children Sawatzky:
G1 Robert * July 8, 1961
G2 Teresa * Mar 8, 1963
G3 Mark * May 6, 1966
G4 Christina * July 19, 1969
Maria Jakob: * Nov. 5, 1900

Jacob G. Koslowsky: *

Son of

Son Koslowsky:

F 1 Jakob: * Apr. 1, 1925 - Mar. 3, 1945 - War

Mrs. Maria Koslowsky remarried Sep. 27, 1963

by Rev. J. J. Thiessen, Saskatoon

Peter K. Peters (widower): *
AI-BA-ClI-05
Jacob N. Pauls * Nov. 9, 1873
00 Oct. 8, 1906
Anna Hamm * 1919
Daughter of

Children Pauls:
E1 Jacob * Sep. 27, 1907
E2 Anna * Oct. 11, 1910

Jacob N. Pauls remarried 1920
Into Christoph Lehr, new Ernst *
Daughter of

E3 Frieda * 1921 + 1922
E4 Frieda * Feb. 23, 1923

A1-BA-ClI-05-E1
Jacob Pauls * Sep. 27, 1907
00 May 2, 1937
Meta Sawatzky *
Daughter of

Children Pauls:
P1 Lydia *
P2 Ernst
P3 Franz
P4 Harry

- Nierbich
HI-62-211-05-E4
Frieda Pauls * Feb. 3 1923

Hron Reimer * Feb. 6, 1924
Son of

Children Reimer:
F1 Anna * May 19, 1953
F2 Elsie * Nov. 15, 1954
Heinrich Heinrichs | Nov. 7, 1876 | Eibensperger, SR. | + Oct. 29, 1919 - Killed
Son of Kasurius Heinrichs | July 22, 1854 | + Aug. 26, 1939
+ Katharina Peters | Aug. 11, 1854 | + Apr. 28, 1893

Children Heinrichs:

E1 Heinrich | Feb. 27, 1899 | + Nov. 26, 1941 | - Mary Wiebe
E2 Cornelius | + Nov. 28, 1900 | - Agatha Unger
E3 Jacob | Dec. 13, 1902 | + Feb. 22, 1917 - Kicked by horse
E4 Mary | Sep. 6, 1904 | + Jan. 5, 1962 | - John Tewes
E6 John | Oct. 15, 1908 | - Meta Giesbrecht
E7 Bernhard | Jan. 11, 1911 | + Mar. 20, 1978 | - Helen Edwards
E8 Herman | Feb. 4, 1912 | - Julius Martens

Heinrich Heinrichs remarried 1914
Hena Dyck | + Feb. 22, 1920 (or Jan. 27, 1920?)
Daughter of

E9 Hana | June 3, 1917 | - Jacob Reider
E10 Katherine | Dec. 20, 1918 | - Frank Koslowsky
Heinrich Heinrichs * Feb. 24, 1899
+ Nov. 26, 1941 Detroit, Mich.
00 Aug 25, 1928 Kitchener
Mary Hiיכke * Sep. 29, 1906

Daughter of

Children Heinrichs:

F1 Elsie Jean * May 20, 1931
- Garold Dyke
F2 Robert David * Aug 4, 1933
- Margaret Vikstrom

Mrs Mary Heinrichs remarried Nov. 15, 1944
Stanley Caughella * Sep. 28, 1949
Son of

Elise Jean Heinrichs * May 20, 1931
+ Aug 9, 1952
Garold Dyke * July 27, 1928
+ Nov. 12, 1968

Son of

Children Dyke:

G1 Erik * Oct 31, 1955
G2 Ken * Oct 31, 1955
G3 Karl * June 16, 1958

Robert David Heinrichs * Aug 6, 1933
+ June 29, 1958
Margaret Vikstrom * May 23, 1933

Daughter of

Children Heinrichs:

G1 David Paul * Sep 12, 1959
G2 Fritz Eric * Jan 31, 1966
G3 Peter Robert * May 17, 1969
Cornelius Heinrichs  * Nov 23, 1900 Kornejonka, Po.
00 Apr 24, 1927
Agatha Vinger * July 18, 1895
Daughter of

Children Heinrichs:
F1 Elsie  * Mar 15, 1928
F2 Henry  * Mar 16, 1929
F3 Margaret * Oct 31, 1931
F4 Cornelius  * Sep 5, 1933
F5 John  * Sep 20, 1936
F6 Agatha  * Sep 20, 1936
F7 Abram  * Oct 7, 1938

Elzie Heinrichs  Mar 15, 1928
00 Oct 31, 1953
Children Nieus:
G1 Donald George  * Dec 7, 1934
G2 Ruth Ann  * Aug 12, 1939
G3 Teresa Louise  * Jan 2, 1945

Marie Nieus  * Verna Friesen
+ Oscar Nieus  * Hilda Falk
+ John Isaac
+ Esther Suderman
+ Verna Friesen
+ Marcyne Jost
AI - B2 - C11 - 04 - E2 - F1 - G1
Donald George Niers b Dec 7, 1954
m July 12, 1975
Daughter of

Children Niers:
H1 Alison Carmen b Dec 30, 1978

AI - B2 - C11 - 06 - E2 - F1 - G2
Ruth Jean Niers b Aug 12, 1958
m Aug 5, 1978 Regina, Sask
Wesley Braun b June 14, 1954
Son of

AI - B2 - C11 - 06 - E2 - F1 - G3
Teresa Louise Wiers b Jan 2, 1965
Henry Heinrichs  * Mar. 16, 1929  
 00 Apr. 7, 1956
Nilda Rark  * June 2, 1931
  Daughter of
Chidwina Heinrichs:
  C1 Gail Louise  * Mar. 23, 1957
C2 Philip Edward  * Aug. 11, 1958
C3 Evelyn Martha  * July 18, 1961
C4 Robert Wayne  * Oct. 1, 1965

Margaret Heinrichs  * Oct. 21, 1931  
  00 Oct. 11, 1958
John Isaac  * Jan. 2, 1931
  Son of
Chidewa Enaak:
  C1 Kenneth John  * Feb. 26, 1961
C2 Zelma Margaret  * Jan. 19, 1965
C3 Cynthia Joy  * Mar. 24, 1963
C4 Timothy Mark  * Nov. 6, 1973
H1-BA.C11-06-R2-FH

Cornelius Heinrichs * Sep 5, 1933
06 June 15, 1957

Esther Wederman * Sep 10, 1921
Daughter of
Children Heinrichs:
G1 Barry Wayne * Nov 14, 1958
G2 Karen Lynne * Mar 6, 1960
G3 Donna Claire * May 7, 1961
G4 Laura Jeanae * Jun 19, 1962
G5 Byron Darcey * Apr 17, 1967 - +June 5, 1971 Hpg.

H1-BA.C11-06-R2-FS

John Heinrichs * Sep 20, 1934
06 July 21, 1959

Verna Friesen * July 23, 1927
Daughter of
Children Heinrichs:
G1 Garry Berin * Sep 8, 1961
G2 Eldon John * Mar 25, 1963
G3 Glen Arthur * May 24, 1964
G4 Joanne Holle * Jun 13, 1965
G5 Carolyn Elaine * Mar 2, 1967
G6 Brian Wayne * Aug 17, 1968
G7 Diana Moore * Sep 10, 1969
G8 Kevin Dwayne * Oct 13, 1970
Di-B2-C11-D6-E2-F7
Regina Heinricks & Sep. 30, 1936

Abram Heinricks & Oct. 7, 1938
00 July 5, 1969
Maryne Jost & Apr. 19, 1944
Daughter of
Children Heinricks:
G1 Kerri Lynette & June 1, 1972
G2 Treut Stephen & Oct. 25, 1974
Mary Kienreichs  * Sep 6, 1904 Fischerfield, PA  + Jan 5, 1962 Niverville, IA
       02 Feb 21, 1929 Niverville, IA.
John Tews  * May 20, 1904 Gelterwick  + Apr 7, 1977 Niverville, IA.
       Son of Weak Tews  + Agatha Fusk
Children Tews:
F1 John  * Oct 28, 1929  - Eileen Kieszek  - Peter Krake
F2 Erna  * Feb 25, 1931  - -
F3 Arthur  * Mar 23, 1933  - Lillian Schmidt
F4 Edward  * May 23, 1929  - -
F5 Siegfried  * Mar 12, 1946  - Ruth Kehler

John Tews remarried May 19, 1943
Mrs Margaretta Lehne nee Epp
She had 2 daughters by her previous marriage:
f1 Erika  - Seeckspark
f2 Margaret

G1- B2  11-10-14 - F1
John Tews  * Oct 28, 1929  
20 July 19, 1959
Eileen Kieszek  * Apr 26, 1937
Daughters
Children Kieszek Tews:
C1 Timothy Carl  * July 15, 1964
C2 Sharon Ruth  * June 1968
Krahn Marie Toews * Feb 25, 1931
00 June 16, 1951
Peter Krahn * July 11, 1927
Son of
Children Krahn:
C1 David Paul 1 * May 14, 1954
C2 Albert Harold 1 * May 5, 1957
C3 Kenneth Peter 1 * Nov 2, 1958
C4 Diana Marie 1 * Apr 21, 1966

Bernice Frieden

Krahn Marie Toews * Feb 25, 1931
00 June 16, 1951
Peter Krahn * July 11, 1927
Son of
Children Krahn:
C1 David Paul 1 * May 14, 1954
C2 Albert Harold 1 * May 5, 1957
C3 Kenneth Peter 1 * Nov 2, 1958
C4 Diana Marie 1 * Apr 21, 1966

Bernice Frieden

Daughter of

Krahn Marie Toews * Feb 25, 1931
00 June 16, 1951
Peter Krahn * July 11, 1927
Son of
Children Krahn:
C1 David Paul 1 * May 14, 1954
C2 Albert Harold 1 * May 5, 1957
C3 Kenneth Peter 1 * Nov 2, 1958
C4 Diana Marie 1 * Apr 21, 1966

Bernice Frieden

Daughter of
Arthur Henry Toews & Mary A. 1935
00 Aug 12, 1961
William Ruth Schmidt B. 2. 1947
Daughter of
Children: Toews:
G1 Darrell Keith 2. July 11, 1962
G2 Tamara Lee B. 2. Jan. 12, 1967
G3 Angela Sue 2. Nov. 1, 1969

Toews:
G1: G2. OJ - OJ - EJ - FJ
Eva Marie Toews B. 2. May 28, 1989

Toews:
G1: G2. OJ - OJ - EJ - FS
Siegfried Walter Toews B. 2. Mar. 12, 1942
00 Aug. 19, 1967
Ruth Kohler 2. Dec. 22, 1948
Daughter of
Children: Toews:
G1 Thelma Rochelle 2. Apr. 11, 1970
G2 Jonathan Franklin 2. Aug. 11, 1972
G3 Naomi Rebecca 2. July 16, 1978
Julius Heinrichs * Dec 5, 1906
00 Jan 10, 1942

Agnes Klassen * Feb 14, 1914
Daughter of

Children Heinrichs:
F1 Marianne Leah * Dec 31, 1942
F2 Henry Paul * Aug 27, 1944
F3 James Harold * Oct 18, 1948
F4 Lois Renee * Oct 16, 1951

Herman Jansen
- Marlyn Duell
- Arthur Borgman

Children Jansen:
G1 Corinna Fay * Aug 27, 1967
G2 Christopher Ray * May 23, 1969
G3 Dianna Lynne * Sep 27, 1970
G4 Dwayne Hubert * Jun 21, 1973

Herman Jansen * July 20, 1944
Son of

Married to: Marianne Heinrichs * Dec 31, 1942
00 Sep 22, 1967

Married to: Marianne Heinrichs * Dec 31, 1942
AI - BZ - B1 - 04 - ES - F2

Henry Paul Heinrichs & Aug 27, 1944

AI - BZ - B1 - 02 - ES - F3

James Harold Heinrichs & Oct 16, 1948
08 June 28, 1974
Marilyn Duell & Mar 29, 1953
Daughter of

AI - BZ - B1 - 04 - ES - F4

Lois Amos Heinrichs & Oct 16, 1951
08 June 29, 1973
Arthur Bergman & Oct 24, 1951
Son of
Children Bergman:
(CL House) Paul & Feb 30, 1976
CL Mark Nadler & Jul 30, 1978
John Heinrichs * Oct 15, 1908
Died Sep 12, 1937
Aganeta Giesbrecht * Jan 15, 1919
Daughter of
Children Heinrichs:
F1 Marie Louise * Feb 4, 1939
F2 Maricle Boga * July 8, 1942
F3 Linda Joan * Apr 14, 1947
F4 Betty Ann * Apr 8, 1948

Claude Burroughs
Corny Martens
Wilbert Lamb
Wayne Cathcart

Marie Louise Heinrichs * Feb 4, 1939
Died Nov 13, 1965
Edward Claude Burroughs * Apr 26, 1938
Son of

Maricle Boga Heinrichs * July 8, 1942
Died Oct 11, 1959
Cornie Martens * Aug 16, 1929
Son of Abram Martens

Children Martens:
G1 John * Aug 15, 1960
G2 David Wesley * Dec 21, 1961
G3 Donald Peter * June 6, 1963
G4 Kenneth Dale * Feb 20, 1966
G5 Carolyn Ann * Feb 4, 1969
Alton E H • Dec 6 • E6 • F3

Linda Sue Heinrichs • Apr 19, 1947
00 Mar 8, 1969

Wilbur Lamb • Aug 6, 1944
Son of

Children Lamb:
G1 Richard Wilbur • Feb 24, 1972

Alton E H • Oct 26 • E6 • F4

Betty Ann Heinrichs • Apr 8, 1948
00 July 4, 1970

Wayne Leslie Cathcart • Sep 15, 1942
Son of

Children Cathcart:
G1 Laura Joanne • Nov 14, 1971
G2 Donna Marie • Aug 6, 1973
Bernard Heinricks * Jan. 11, 1911
7 Mar. 20, 1978
Nov. 14, 1942
Helen Edwards * Sep. 24, 1921
Mar. 20, 1978
Both were killed in a traffic accident. ( ) Brooks 1972.

Daughter of

Children Heinricks:

F 1 Bernard Dale * Mar. 4, 1943
- Margaret Tessier

F 2 Harold Edward * June 11, 1944
- Daniel Gibson

F 3 Harvey John * Nov. 6, 1949

F 4 Neil Barry * Dec. 13, 1953

F 5 Brenda Lee * Jan. 30, 1960

Bernard Dale Heinricks * Mar. 4, 1943
June 21, 1966

Margaret (nee) Tessier * Aug. 31, 1942

Daughter of

Children Heinricks:

G 1 Tammy Lynn * Sep. 10, 1969

Harold Edward Heinricks * June 11, 1944
Sep. 4, 1976

Donica Gibson * Apr. 4, 1951

Daughter of

Children Heinricks:

G 1 Kaylie Gwen * Mar. 24, 1977
Herman Heinrichs b. Feb. 4, 1912
00 June 23, 1938
Susie Martinez b. Jan. 25, 1914

Daughter of

Children Heinrichs:

F1 Erna Ruth b. Oct. 14, 1941  - Archie Jaxzen
F2 Anne Evelyn b. July 14, 1943  - Nell Duck
F5 Marilyn Esther b. Jan. 23, 1951

Erna Ruth Heinrichs b. Oct. 14, 1941
00 Aug. 7, 1965

Archie Jaxzen b. Sep. 10, 1940

Son of

Children Jaxzen:

G1 Karen Joyce b. Dec. 9, 1966
G2 Melody Ann b. Mar. 1, 1972
G3 (Son) b. Nov. 1972 - Stinbner, Steinbod
G4 Conrad b. Mar. 7, 1975
A1-BA CII 06 E8 F2

Name: Evelyn Heinrichs, July 4, 1943

00 Aug 7, 1965

Attis Drexel, Dec. 13, 1943

Son of

Children: Heinrichs:

G1 Kevin Wayne 2 May 5, 1969

G2 Cheryl Lee 2 May 11, 1971

A1-BA CII 06 E8 F3

Edwin Henry Heinrichs, Aug 5, 1944

00 Nov 27, 1970

Betty Jane Parks, Oct 24, 1947

Daughter of

Children: Heinrichs:

G1 Charlotte Joyce 1 Apr 11, 1973

G2 Benny Lynne 1 Sep 20, 1974

G3 Julie Dawn 1 Apr 14, 1978

A1-BA CII 06 E8 F4

Selma Betty Heinrichs, Oct 25, 1945

00 Aug 13, 1971

John Niebert, Dec 14, 1946

Son of

Children: Niebert:

G1 Alan John 1 June 17, 1977
Heinrichs

Jacob Heinrichs 

Children of

F1 Dietrich 

Daughter of

Children Heinrichs:

F1 Katie 

Winnipeg

Katharina Heinrichs 

Mar. 19, 1938

Frank Koslowsky 

May 11, 1922

Children Koslowsky:

F1 Frank 

Dec. 23, 1938

F2 Martin 

Aug. 28, 1940

F3 Henry 

June 25, 1943

F4 June 

Mar. 11, 1945

F5 John 

July 2, 1949

F6 Victor 

Dec. 18, 1950

F7 David 

Nov. 5, 1956
Frank Kostowsky ~ Dec. 23, 1938
- July 27, 1974

Carol Ann Pawlyk ~ Apr. 16, 1950

Children of

G1 Ian Frank ~ Dec. 26, 1978

R1-B1: 01 - 06 - 010 - F1

Martin Kostowsky ~ Aug. 28, 1948
- June 5, 1965

Mother: Roop ~ June 5, 1941

Children of

G1 Carl Heinz ~ July 15, 1967

G2 Freddie Mark ~ Nov. 2, 1968

G3 Gisela Melinda ~ May 9, 1973

R1-B2: 011 - 06 - 010 - F2

Henry Kostowsky ~ June 25, 1943
H1-B2. 11. 06. E10. F4
Katherine Kosmowsky * Mar. 11. 1945-
00 June 20. 1967
Widow "Nidlebrack* * Apr. 3. 1943

1. Carol Lynne * Oct. 5. 1971
2. John Dean * Oct. 25. 1972
3. Sandra Irene * July 12. 1974

H1-B2. 11. 06. E10. FS
John Kosmowsky * July 2. 1949-
00 - divorced

Norma Schultz *

Daughters of

Children Kosmowsky:

1. Juliana * July 25. 1948

H1-B2. 11. 06. E10. F6
Victor Kosmowsky * Dec. 18. 1950
H1-BR-00-03

Bernhard N. Pauls & June 20, 1877, Rectora, SW. + Mar. 30, 1943
00 1102

Helena Epp & Aug 20, 1877, Chortitza, SW. + May 17, 1944

Daughter of (hides) Heinrich Epp & 1827, + 1895
+ Elisabeth Leppa 1830, + 1904

Children Pauls:

E1 Elisabeth & Mar. 27, 1903 - Heinrich Klassen
E2 Heinrich & Aug 14, 1904 - Sara Hildebrandt
E3 Maria & July 19, 1906 - Julius Heinricks
E4 Helene & Jan. 26, 1909 - Johanna Heese
E5 Agnes & May 22, 1911 - Heinrich Wiens
E6 Bernhard & May 29, 1918 - Katharina hehn

Came to Canada 1923

H1-BR-07-04

Elisabeth Pauls & Mar. 27, 1903
00 Apr. 21, 1938

Heinrich Klassen (widower) & June 5, 1938

Son of

Children Klassen:

F1 Irene & Mar. 20, 1939 - Robert O. Jansen
F2 Elma Martha & Sep 25, 1940 - Gilbert Epp
F3 Eliza & Oct 29, 1941 - Oswald Bunter
F4 Arthur Bernhard & Dec. 10, 1942 - Janet Klassen
F5 Monro Werner & Apr 15, 1944 - Peter Goebbrecht
F6 Edith Nella & June 23, 1945
F7 Anita & Sep 22, 1946
F8 Lois Ruth & Aug 27, 1947
Arthur Bernhard Klassen  x Dec. 10, 1942
00 July 12, 1969
Son of

Janet Klassen  x Mar. 3, 1944
Daughter of

Maxo Werner Klassen  x Apr. 15, 1944

Edith May Klassen  x June 23, 1945
00 Aug. 18, 1968
Peter Giesbrecht  x Nov. 21, 1935
Son of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children Pau1s:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1 Heinzich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Elfrieda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3 Rudolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4 Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5 Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6 Rit Aus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children Pau1s:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1 B2 E11 D7 E2 F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Pau1s d June 29, 1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 June 12, 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Lillemeier d Nov. 15, 1940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Daughter of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children Pau1s:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1 Steffen James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2 Johanna Mary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
H1-B2: C11 - D7 - E2-F2

Elfreda Pauls - July 26, 1940
00 Sep. 1, 1968

Reginald Snow - May 24, 1938

Son of
Children Snow:
G1 Anneke Helena - Aug 30, 1971
G2 Ian Edward Henry - Aug 31, 1973

H1-B2: C11 - D7 - E2-F3

Rudolf Pauls - July 16, 1992
00 May 21, 1966

Elizabeth Pauls - Aug 21, 1944
Daughter of
Children Pauls:
G1 Vera Louise - Aug 20, 1970
G2 Edwin Thomas - Aug 19, 1972
G3 Lorraine Marie - Nov 30, 1975

H1-B2: C11 - D7 - E2-F4

Halter Pauls - Mar 21, 1944
00 Dec. 30, 1966

Margaret Ewing - Dec 26, 1944
Daughter of
Children Pauls:
G1 Tammy Elizabeth - June 22, 1967
G2 Merri Lynn - May 8, 1969
G3 Lee Ann Dawn - July 12, 1974
Werner Pauls & Dec. 14, 1946
00 Feb. 1979 - divorced
Eleanor McNabb & July 12, 1951
Daughter of

Werner Pauls remarried Aug. 29, 1975
Linda (Perkins) Weeks & May 31, 1947
Daughter of

2 children by her previous marriage:

1. Shawn Edward x May 4, 1967
2. Steven Olex x Apr. 24, 1954(?)

Rita Pauls & Apr. 24, 1954
00 May 22, 1975
Gregory Simms 1954
Son of
Hi-B2 - C11 - D7 - E3 - F1

Maria Pauls 4 July 19, 1906
00 Jan. 20, 1931.

Julius C. Neirichs 4 June 1, 1894
Son of

Children Neirichs:

F1 Victor 4 Nov. 4, 1931
F2 Werner 4 Aug. 31, 1933
F3 Helen 4 Dec. 14, 1936

- Rosemarie Billfinger
  - Elfrieda Dick
  - Aaron Krassen

Hi-B2 - C11 - D7 - E3 - F1

Victor Neirichs 4 Nov. 4, 1931
00 Aug. 18, 1962.

Rosemarie Billfinger 4 Dec. 24, 1935
Daughter of

Children Neirichs:

G1 Marcus 4 July 12, 1967 - 4 Sep. 28, 1973
G2 Swinda 4 June 23, 1968
AI-BA-EJ-07-EB-FR
Werner Heinrichs * Aug. 21, 1933
00 Dec. 26, 1959
Elfrieda Dick * Jan. 1, 1936
Daughter of
Children Heinrichs:
G1 Odra Cecilie * Dec. 14, 1965 - + May 14, 1975
G2 Anne Marie * Nov. 13, 1971

AI-BA-EJ-07-EB-F3
Helen Heinrichs * Dec. 19, 1936
00 Aug. 8, 1959
Aaron Klassen * Dec. 9, 1924
Son of
Children Klassen:
G2 Sherri Lynn * Nov. 8, 1966
Helena Pauls * Jan. 26, 1909  * June 24, 1979 * Salt Lake City
+ Nov. 5, 1933

Johanna Heese * Nov. 10, 1905  + Nov. 24, 1960

1. Son of Jacob Heese * Aug. 11, 1863  + Feb. 21, 1920
2. Clara Peters * Nov. 1, 1870, + Feb. 29, 1920

Children Heese:

F1 Johann D. * Jan. 5, 1935  - Clara Harder
F2 Heinrich A. * July 7, 1936  - Justina Pankratz
F3 Paul N. * June 18, 1938  - Lorraine Haue
F4 William H. * Dec. 21, 1940  - Evelyn Sawatsky
F5 Agnes Ann * Apr. 26, 1946  - Mike Griffith
F6 Victor F. * March 8, 1948  - Irene Williams
F7 Edward Jacob * Feb. 19, 1950

F1 - B2 - E11 - D7 - E4 - F1

Johanna D. Heese * Jan. 5, 1935
+ Feb. 21, 1960

Clara Harder * July 23, 1938

Daughter of

Children Heese:

G1 Garrett Timothy John  * Feb. 6, 1964
G2 Jeffrey Orwane  * Aug. 16, 1967
G3 Jay Lynn Gayle  * July 23, 1971
Dr. Helba B. Hessoe, 4 July 1936
00 July 14, 1963

Justiaus PasKrall, 4 Sep 10, 1932

Daughter of

Children Hessoe

O1 Karch Michelle, 4 Oct 1963
O2 Karla Margaret, 4 Jan 21, 1967
O3 Jonathan Michael Vincent 4 Sep 4, 1969 - chosen

Paul H. Hessoe, 4 June 18, 1938
00 June 18, 1963

Lorraine Esona 4 Feb 1, 1937

Daughter of

Children Hessoe

O1 Tammi Nadine, 4 Feb 6, 1964
O2 Jason Paul David 4 Apr 21, 1969

William H. Hessoe 4 Dec 21, 1940
00 Mar 30, 1959

Evelyn Sunkaby 4 Apr 7, 1939

Daughter of

Children Hessoe

O1 Cheryl Denise 4 Sep 27, 1957
O2 Robert Andrew 4 Dec 2, 1960
O3 Heather Lawrence 4 Nov 13, 1963
H 1 - B2 - CH - 07 - E4 - F1

Myers May Reese x Apr 20, 1946

Mike Griffin
Son of

Children Griffin:
G1 Victor
G2

H1 - B2 - CH - 07 - E4 - F6

Victor F. Reese x Mar 8, 1948

00 Aug 9, 1971

Irene Williams x Sep 2, 1948

Daughter of

Children Reese:
G1 Carmelita x Dec 5, 1973
G2 Joe Francis x Mar 11, 1976
G3 Rachel Beame x Jun 4, 1979

H1 - B2 - CH - 07 - E4 - F7

Edward Jacob Reese x Feb 19, 1950
Hi-82 011-07-ES

Henry Pauls b May 22, 1911
   on Aug 23, 1942

Henry Wicke b Feb 20, 1905
   son of

Children Wicke:

1. Helen b Jan 24, 1945
2. Erwin b Apr 22, 1949
H1-B2 C11-07 - E6
Bornhard Pavils a May 23, 1918
00 June 18, 1944
Katherine Lehne x Dec. 5, 1950
Daughter of
Children Pavils:
F1 William x Sep. 10, 1945
F2 Linda x Oct. 15, 1949 - + Jan. 7, 1960
F3 Nancy x Apr. 16, 1953
F4 Richard x Mar. 12, 1957
F5 Dennis x Dec. 12, 1960
F6 Diane x Dec. 12, 1960

P1-B2 C16-07 - E6 - F1
William Pavils x Sep. 10, 1945
00 Oct. 10, 1965
Verna Klause x Oct. 15, 1945
Daughter of
Children Pavils:
G1 Bradley x Dec. 5, 1968
G2 Brian x Aug. 28, 1972

Denver, Co.
AI-B1-C11-D7-E6-F3

Nancy Pauls x Apr. 16, 1953

AI-B1-C11-D7-E6-F4

NICE PAULS X MAR. 26, 1953

LeeMingtoN

00 Aug. 27. 1977

John Kenneh Dirkson x Sep. 29, 1950

Son of John Martin Dirkson x Feb. 25, 1913, d Nov. 25, 1969

& Elizabeth Thiessen x Jan. 6, 1919 Krutojarovka

Children: Dirkson:

A1-B2-11-09
Cornelius Pauls b July 26, 1881
00 Jan. 5, 1906
Maria Jaworsky b July 18, 1884
Daughter of

Children Pauls:
E1 Kornelius a Apr. 7, 1906 - d Apr. 24, 1907
E2 Kornelius a Nov. 11, 1908

H1-B2-11-09-E2
Kornelius Pauls a Nov. 11, 1908
00 Sep. 25, 1941
Hana Peaner a Sep. 28, 1919
Daughter of

Children Pauls:
F1 Henry x July 26, 1950 - adopted
F2 Marion a Oct. 23, 1953
F3 Marianne a Oct. 7, 1958
F4 Edith Renate a Oct. 27, 1961
N1-B2: c11-D10

Helena Pauša: June 14, 1883
   d: May 22, 1907
Kornelius Bron: Aug 19, 1883
   +: 1946 Germany

Son of
Children Bron:

1. (son) 1908 + 1912
2. Maria: July 17, 1909
3. Anna: Apr 28, 1911
5. Helena
6. Johan: Sep 5, 1921
Johann Braun * Sep 5, 1921
Son 1941
Justina Rosensky * Apr 11, 1921
Daughter of

Children Braun:
F1 Johann * May 1942

John K. Braun remarried Nov 10, 1951
Truda Kochreiner * Daughter of

F2 Rosida * July 9, 1953
F3 Ronald * July 9, 1953
F4 Evelyn
Susanna Pfeuffer, March 3, 1885 - + 1980
Born: Aug. 10, 1900
Widow, 12 children, Son of

Daughter Giesbrecht:
Flora Victoria - May 18, 1921 - + Nov 30, 1923 Typhus

Mrs Susanna Giesbrecht remarried Feb 13, 1939
David Epp (Widower) - Jan 12, 1864 - + Sep 13, 1942
Son of

Mrs Susanna Epp remarried Oct 25, 1952
Peter Neufeld (Widower) - Dec 20, 1875 - +
H1-B2-E11-012
Johanna Neidrich Pauls & May 8, 1887
  B: May 24, 1934
  M: May 5, 1898
Daughter of

children Pauls
E1 Maria & Jan. 12, 1925
  B: Richard Nrendt
E2 Helena & May 27, 1937
  B: Corny Friesen

H1-B2-E11-012-E1
Maria Pauls & Jan. 12, 1925
  B: Richard Nrendt & Jan. 1, 1926
    Son of
children Nrendt:
F1 Gerda & Aug. 25, 1950 & Inaatha
F2 Lechen & Nov. 14, 1952

H1-B2-E11-012-E2
Neolea Pauls & May 27, 1927
  A: Sept. 12, 1951
Cornie Friesen & Oct. 19, 1914
  Son of Cornelia Friesen & June 5, 1880, & May 29, 1943
R: Neolea born & Mar. 3, 1885, & June 12, 1957
Laconda, Alta.
children Friesen: 1 daughter adopted
F1 Anita Marie Louise & Feb. 13, 1959
  B: June 10, 1978
Ronald Malcolm Walker & Jan. 8, 1959
Anna Hoeppner * 1777 - +June 29, 1826

Heinrich Penner * Mar. 10, 1776 W. Prussia, +May 31, 1854 (12 children)

Son of
Hoeppner

Jacob Hoeppner *Mar. 24, 1797 - +Sep. 19, 1883 130 of Chortitza, Kamps
∞ June 30, 1821
Anna Brandt *Jan. 4, 1804 - +Jan. 34, 1877 Kamps
Daughter of Johann Brandt *Jan. 1, 1781, +Oct. 11, 1848.

Children Hoeppner:
B1 Jacob  *Feb. 21, 1822 - +Oct. 28, 1885  -∞ Kath Maria Janzen
B2 Johann  *Jan. 4, 1824 - +Mar. 3, 1883
B3 Peter  *Aug. 23, 1825 - +Feb. 16, 1907  -∞ Elisabeth Penner
B4 Anton  *Aug. 12, 1827 - +Aug. 23, 1827
B5 Anton  *July 14, 1829 -
B6 Abraham  *Dec. 18, 1831 - +Nov. 22, 1855
B7 Katharina  *Oct. 22, 1834 - +Mar. 28, 1894
B8 Anna  *Jan. 22, 1837 - +May 2, 1875
B9 Bernhard  *Apr. 18, 1840 - +May 15, 1913  -∞ Katherine Friesen
B10 Heinrich  *Dec. 13, 1842 - +June 1, 1898
B11 Gerhardt  *Jan. 13, 1845 -
B12 Elisabeth  *Feb. 9, 1849 -

-∞ Peter Sawatzky

A7 - B1
Jacob Hoeppner *Feb. 21, 1822 - +Oct. 28, 1885

Kath Thiessen *Feb. 28, 1819 - +May 22, 1899
Daughter of

Children Hoeppner:
C1 Jacob  *Aug. 18, 1832 130 of Chortitza  - Agnesa Duexk
Minister since 1887
Baker since 1903
Came to Canada 1876 - arrived July 24

187 - Bl - C1
Jakob Hoepner & Aug 10, 1850 1st of Chertitsa + Nov. 16, 1936
Teacher

1823
Agnetha Dorck
Daughter of

Children Hoepner: 1 died in Russia
1 child + on the voyage
3 daughters

Jacob Hoepner remarried Jan. 21, 1923
Mrs. Heinrich Harder + Dec. 24, 1935
Hoeppner

A7 - B3
Peter Hoeppner *Aug. 23, 1825 - +Feb. 16, 1907 ( ) Feb. 19
∞ Sep. 18, 1847
Elisabeth Penner * June 26, 1824 - +Dec. 26, 1914
Children Hoeppner: Daughter of Heinrich Penner + Anna Doe Hoeppner
  C1 Jacob *Dec. 28, 1848 - +Nov. 19, 1924 ∞ Helena Epp
  C2 Peter *Aug. 24, 1851 - +Apr. 28, 1921 ∞ Katharina Braun
  C3 Heinrich *Aug. 27, 1854 - +Feb. 3, 1934 ∞ Anna Hoeppner
  C4 Johann *Feb. 6, 1857 - +Aug. 12, 1946 ∞ Katharina Heimer
  C5 Anton *Oct. 9, 1860 - +Mar. 8, 1928 ∞ Katharina Hildebrand
  ∞ Katharina Doerksen
B6 Anna *May 29, 1863 - +Sep. 29, 1936 ∞ Johann Braun
C7 Elisabeth *Feb. 10, 1866 - +Jan. 18, 1929 ∞ Gerhard Dueck

A7 - B3 - C1
Jacob Hoeppner *Dec. 28, 1848 - +Nov. 19, 1924
∞ Helena Epp *

(3 children adopted)
Hoeppner

A7 - B3 - C2

Peter Hoeppner * Aug. 24, 1851 - Apr. 28, 1921

Katharina Braun * Feb. 23, 1855 - +1936, =1877

Children Hoeppner:
D1 Peter * 1878 - + 1970
D2 Katherina * 1880 - + 1925
D3 Jacob * 1882 - + 1947
D4 Mary * 1884 - + 1884
D5 Elizabeth * 1886 - + 1965
D6 Mary * 1891 - + 1971
D7 Henry * 1895 - + 1960

Mrs. Katharina Hoeppner remarried
John Hoeppner * 1838 - + 1960

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1

Peter F. Hoeppner * 1878 - + 1970 - farmer mixed - Sommerfelder Church

∞ 1905

Sara Hiebert * 1882

Children Hoeppner:
E1 Peter M. * 1906
E2 Abram * 1908
E3 Sara * 1910
E4 Jacob * 1914
E5 Katherine * 1914
E6 Henry * 1916
E7 Elizabeth * 1923
E8 Agatha (Gay) * 1925
E9 Mary * 1927

∞ Margaret Heimer
∞ Norma Beamer
∞ Cornelius Falk
∞ Sara Schmidt
∞ Jacob Klassen
∞ Iona La Roche
∞ Sven Jensen
∞ Andrew Lagimodiere
∞ Roy Lagimodiere

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E1

Peter F. Hoeppner * 1906

Margaret Heimer * 1905

Children Hoeppner:
F1 Edwin * 1931
F2 Myrna * 1938

∞ Howard Stevens

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E1 - F2

Myrna Hoeppner * 1938

Howard Stevens *

Children Stevens:
G1 Jill * 1960
G2 Scott * 1961

- farmer, Watkins dealer, Gen. Conf. Church

∞ Howard Stevens

Gen. Conf. Church

- Production manager, Sawmills, Van
Hoeppner - Falk

live in Calgary

Farmer-mixed EMMC Church

-∞ Anne Hempel
-∞ Isaac Hoeppner
-∞ Cornelius Isaac
-∞ Helen Zacharias
-∞ Anne Doerksen
Ward Clerk, Morden Man. -EMMC

BA teacher, EMMC

West End merchant, EMMC

Camp Op. MB
Hoeppner - Falk

Psychiatric Nurse, LPN. EMMC

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E3 - F4
Albert Henry Falk * 1939
Helen Zacharias * 1943 Nurse's Aid
Children Falk:
G1 Cheryl * 1964

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E3 - F5
C. James Falk * 1942 - Garage, mechanic, EMMC
Anne Doerksen * 1943 Telephone Op. EMMC
Children Falk:
G1 Rodney * 1967
G2 Melinda * 1969

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E4
Jacob Hoeppner * 1914 -
Sara Schmidt * 1911 -
Daughter Hoeppner:
F1 Eileen * 1946 -

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E4 - F1
Eileen Hoeppner * 1946

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E5
Katherine Hoeppner * 1914
Jacob Klassen * 1913
Children Klassen:
F1 Patricia * 1948

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E5 - F1
Patricia Klassen * 1948

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

Salem Home staff, Winkler, GC.

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

Auto mechanic, G.C.

(killed in elevator-grain buyer for pool)

Gerald Gerbrandt

MB., Youth Program, Nebr.

WBI graduate, MB. Winkler, Man.
Hoeppner


- United Church, Edmonton

- R.C., Personel Clerk, Winnipeg
- R.C., bus driver-Greyhound

- RC., laborer - construction

- - -

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E6

Henry Hoeppner * 1916

Iona La Roche * 1925

Children Hoeppner:
F1 Bryan * 1943
F2 Valerie * 1947
F3 Bonnie

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E7

Elizabeth Hoeppner * 1923

Sven Jensen * 1924

Children Jensen:
F1 Shelley * 1954
F2 Lisa * 1960

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E8

Agatha (Gay) Hoeppner * 1925

Andrew Lagimodiere * 1919

- RC., laborer - construction

A7 - B3 - C2 - D1 - E9

Mary Hoeppner * 1927

Ray Lagimodiere * 1921

Children Lagimodiere:
F1 Lance * 1956
F2 Barton * 1959

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2

Katherina Hoeppner * 1880 - + 1925

David Wiens * 1877 - + 1966 - farmer, GC.

Children Wiens:
E1 Peter * 1901 - + 1901
E2 Isaac * 1902 - + 1903
E3 Tina * 1904
E4 David * 1906 - + 1935
E5 Mettelie * 1907
E6 Mary * 1913
E7 Jacob * 1916
E8 Helen * 1918
E9 Peter * 1920
E10 Sarah * 1921
E11 Bertha * 1924

- infinite Henry Dyck
- infinite Minnie Wiebe
- infinite David Loewen
- infinite George Wiebe
- infinite Margaret Guenther
- infinite Chris Schneider

- infinite Art Hoffman
- infinite William Dyck
Hoeppner - Wiens - Dyck

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E3

Tina Wiens * 1904

Henry Dyck * 1898

Children Dyck:

F1 Harry * 1922 - farmer, mixed, G.C.
F2 Luella * 1925
F3 Elmer * 1929
F4 Kathleen * 1930
F5 Viola * 1936
F6 John * 1943

Nettie Friesen * 1929

Children Dyck:

G1 Eldon * 1949 -∞ Susanne Billing
G2 Kelvin * 1954
G3 Sherryl * 1958
G4 Joanne * 1964

Eldon Dyck * 1949 - auditor I B of C., G.C.

Suzanne Billing * 1951 - Sec. School of Nursing, G.C.

Bill Wiens * 1924 - Constr. Worker, G.C.

Children Wiens:

G1 Rodney * 1953
G2 Bonny * 1958

Elmer Dyck * 1929 - farmer

Olga Dalke * 1926 - teacher

Children Dyck:

G1 Colleen * 1961
G2 Clinton * 1964
G3 Elaine * 1966
G4 Kevin * 1969
Hoeppner - Wiens - Dyck

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E3 - F4
Kathleen Dyck * 1930

John Kempel * 1932 - electrician
Children Kempel:
  G1 Barry * 1955
  G2 Katharine * 1958

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E3 - F5
Viola Dyck * 1936

Irwin Wiebe * 1930 - grain buyer
Children Wiebe:
  G1 Audrey * 1956
  G2 Donalda * 1957
  G3 Karen * 1960
  G4 Alan * 1965
  G5 Bradley * 1966

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E3 - F6
John Dyck * 1943 - B.Sc., Civil Engineer, Luth. transf. to United Ch.

Mary Sterling * 1941 - teacher, U.C.
Children Dyck:
  G1 Kerry * 1970

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E4
David Wiebe * 1906 - + 1935 - farmer

Minnie Wiebe * 1911 MB
Children Wiebe:
  F1 David * 1934 - ∞ Joyce Loewen

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E4 - F1
David Wiebe * 1934 - farmer U.C. (United Church)

Joyce Loewen * 1939 U.C.
Children Wiebe:
  G1 Heather * 1960
  G2 Bradley * 1962
  G3 Cheryl * 1966
A7- B3 - C2 - D2 - E5
Nettie Wiens * 1907 G.C.

David Loewen * 1907 -Aly. Switch Foreman, G.C.
Children Loewen:
  F1 Bernhard * 1930
  F2 David  * 1932

-∞ Margaret Leslie
-∞ Joyce Baines

A7- B3 - C2 - D2 - E5 - F1
Bernhard Loewen * 1930 Banker, Anglican

-∞ Margaret Leslie * 1930 Anglican
Children Loewen:
  G1 Chad    * 1957

A7- B3 - C2 - D2 - E5 - F2
David Loewen * 1932 Police Constablr, Winnipeg, U.C.

-∞ Joyce Baines * 1933
Children Loewen:
  G1 Patricia * 1958
  G2 David    * 1960
  G3 Colleen  * 1962

A7- B3 - C2 - D2 - E6
Mary Wiens * 1913

-∞ George E. Wiebe * 1906 -farmer, mixed
Children Wiebe:
  F1 John    * 1934
  F2 Grace   * 1937 Wheel chair patient, M.B.

-∞ Rae McEwen

A7- B3 - C2 - D2 - E6 - F1
John Wiebe * 1934 R.C.M.P. Staff Sgt.

-∞ Rae McEwen * 1933 Cashier
Children Wiebe:
  G1 Andrew  * 1963
  G2 Shelley * 1966
Hoeppner - Wiens

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E7
Jacob Wiens * 1916 - Farmer, Carpenter
∞
Margaret Guenther * 1922
Children Wiens:
F1 Larry * 1950
F2 Leonard * 1952
F3 Beverly * 1957
F4 Raymond * 1958

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E8
Helen Wiens * 1918
∞
Chris Schneider * 1920
Children Schneider:
F1 Brian * 1949
F2 Arlene * 1955
F3 Marilyn * 1958
(Gail - taken R.N.A. course)

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E10
Sarah Wiens * 1921 - Luth.
∞
Art Hoffman * 1924 Jr. Foreman at Beaverton, Luth.

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E11
Bertha Wiens * 1924 - teacher, MB
∞
William Dyck * 1922 - Seed Plant manager, MB.
Children Dyck:
F1 Wanda * 1945
F2 William * 1948
F3 Katharine * 1953 MB
F4 Anita Michelle * 1958
F5 Rebecca Jayne * 1961
∞ Leslie Loewen

A7 - B3 - C2 - D2 - E11 - F1
Wanda Dyck * 1945 - U.C.
∞
Leslie Loewen * 1945 Photography, U.C.
Children Loewen:
G1 Garry * 1966
G2 Kevin * 1971
Jacob Hoeppner * 1882 - + 1947 farmer, mixed, Sommerfelder
Wilhelmina Boehling * 1890 - + 1962 Sommerfelder
Children Hoeppner: Daughters of Wm. Boehling
E1 Peter * 1910 -∞ Elizabeth Kroeker Sommerfelder
E2 Wilhelmina * 1912 not married, Sommerfelder
E3 Katherina * 1912 -∞ Herman Kochanik Sommerfelder
E4 Henry * 1917 not married, farmer C.G.
E5 Helena * 1919 " " " "
E6 Jacob * 1922 Sommerfelder
E7 Ernest * 1923 " " " sommerfeder
E8 David * 1925 -∞ Catherine Dyck
E9 John * 1929 -∞ Margaret Nickel

Peter Hoeppner * 1910 farmer, mixed, EMMC
Elizabeth Kroeker * 1915 CG
Children Hoeppner:
P1 Jacob Karl * 1937 -∞ Justina Hamm
P2 Lena Doris * 1940 -∞ Herman Dyck
P3 Wilhelmina * 1943 -∞ Isaac Hiebert
P4 Betty * 1946 -∞ Ronald Bachul
P5 Peter Dan * 1949 EMMC, Pre-Med.
P6 Anne Emily * 1951 EMMC
P7 Ernest Emil * 1951 EMMC

Justina Hamm * 1940 farmer, EMMC
Children Hoeppner:
G1 Beverley * 1960
G2 Ken * 1962
G3 James * 1964
G4 Jerry * 1966

Lena Doris Hoeppner * 1940 LPN., EMB.
Herman Dyck * 1939 EMMC.
Children Dyck:
G1 Wendy * 1968
Hoeppner

A7 - B3 - C2 - D3 - E1 - F3
Wilhelmina Hoeppner * 1943 -teacher, EMMC

Isaac Hiebert * 1944 -farmer, mixed EMMC

Children Hiebert:
G1 Kimberly * 1966
G2 Howard * 1967
G3 Lori * 1969

A7 - B3 - C2 - D3 - E1 - F4
Betty Jane Hoeppner * 1946 -teacher Alliance

Ronald Bachul * 1944 -farmer, mixed

Children Bachul:
G1 Tracey * 1967
G2 Robin * 1968

A7 - B3 - C2 - D3 - E3
Katherina Hoeppner * 1912 Lutheran

Herman Kochanik * 1901 -farmer, Lutheran

Children Kochanik:
F1 Lydia * 1946
F2 Helen * 1947 Lutheran
F3 William * 1947
F4 Alice * 1950
F5 Florence * 1953 -handicapped, employed in workshop
F6 Daniel * 1958

A7 - B3 - C2 - D3 - E3 - F1
Lydia Kochanik * 1946 U.C.

Richard Slykhuis * 1943 -farmer

Children Slykhuis:
G1 William * 1971

A7 - B3 - C2 - D3 - E8
David Hoeppner * 1925 -Carpenter G.C.-Bethel - Deacon

Catherine Dyck * 1930 tent maker, G.C.

Children Hoeppner:
F1 Bertha * 1959
F2 Sandra * 1962
F3 Norma * 1966
Hoeppner - Fehr

A7 - B3 - C2 - D3 - E9
John Hoeppner * 1929 - Carpenter-cabinets Alliance
Margaret Nickel * 1930 - tent maker, Girl Guide

Children Hoeppner:
F1 Timothy * 1964
F2 Sharon * 1969

A7 - B3 - C2 - D5
Elizabeth Hoeppner * 1886 - + 1965 - Hudnerweider Church
ISAAC J. FEHR * 1886 - + 1955 - farmer, mixed, Rev. minister

Children Fehr:
E1 Katherine * 1909 - not married - G.C.
E2 Elizabeth * 1912 - + 1928
E3 Isaac S. * 1916
E4 Helen * 1923
E5 Henry * 1933

∞ Eva Friesen
∞ John Hempel
∞ Erna Klassen
∞ Eva Friesen
∞ G.C.

A7 - B3 - C2 - D5 - E3
Isaac S. Fehr * 1916 - farmer, G.C.

∞ Eva Friesen * 1919 - G.C.
Children Fehr:
F1 Irene Catherine * 1941
F2 Elizabeth Edna * 1942
F3 Edwin * 1944
F4 Jack Erwin * 1947
F5 Thelma Ann * 1948
F6 Nancy * 1958

∞ Robert Rawluk
∞ Donald Stobbe
∞ Sadie Wolfe
∞ Priscilla Pouese
∞ Lawrence Dick

A7 - B3 - C2 - D5 - E3 - F1
Irene Catherine Fehr * 1941

∞ Robert Rawluk * 1938 - bank manager - U.C.
Children Rawluk:
G1 Maureen * 1962
G2 Gail * 1967

A7 - B3 - C2 - D5 - E3 - F2
Elizabeth Edna Fehr * 1942 - I.B.M.

∞ Donald Bern Stobbe - Insurance agent
Children Stobbe:
G1 Grant * 1967
G2 Robert * 1969
Edwin Fehr * 1944 Farmer
Sadie Wolfe * 1946
Children Fehr:
   G1 Craig * 1969

Jack Erwin Fehr * 1947 Assessor, R.C.
Priscilla Fouese * 1949 R.C.

Thelma Ann Fehr * 1948
Lawrence Dick * 1944 Farmer
Children Dick:
   G1 Barbara * 1969

Helen Fehr * 1923 G.C.
John Hempel * 1921 G.C.
Children Hempel:
   F1 P. Randall * 1962
   F2 Elizabeth * 1964

Henry Ed. Fehr * 1933 Farmer G.C.
Erna Klassen * 1937
Children Fehr:
   F1 Viola * 1957
   F2 Tim * 1959
   F3 Linda * 1961 + 1961
   F4 Esther * 1962
   F5 Joy * 1966
A7 - B3 - C2 - D6

Mary Hoeppner * 1891 - + 1971 G.C.

Jacob Wiebe * 1896 - farmer G.C.

Children Wiebe:
E1 Alvin * 1922
E2 Henry * 1924
E3 Peter * 1927
E4 Esther * 1931

A7 - B3 - C2 - D6 - E2

Henry Wiebe * 1924 - farmer, mixed G.C.

Mary Wall * 1928

Children Wiebe:
F1 Gerald * 1954
F2 Harvey * 1957

A7 - B3 - C2 - D6 - E3

Peter Wiebe * 1927 - Wog. Street car operator, G.C.

Tina Wall * 1932

Children Wiebe:
F1 Don * 1954
F2 Janet * 1957
F3 Anita * 1962

A7 - B3 - C2 - D6 - E4

Esther Wiebe * 1931 - G.C.

Peter Friesen * 1929 - farmer

Children Friesen:
F1 Tamara * 1962
F2 Madeline * 1963
F3 Marina * 1964
F4 Lloyd * 1968
Hoeppner

A7 - B3 - C2 - D7

**Henry Hoeppner** * 1895 - + 1960 - farmer, mixed, EMC

**Katherine Friesen** * 1906 EMMC

Children Hoeppner:
- E1 Katherine * 1928
- E2 John * 1931
- E3 Nettie * 1936
- E4 Gladys * 1943

∞

∞ Jacob Epp
∞ Mary Hildebrand
∞ Henry Peters
∞ Douglas Nicholls

A7 - B3 - C2 - D7 - E1

**Katherine Hoeppner** * 1928 G.C.

∞

∞ Jacob Epp

Children Epp:
- F1 Dennis * 1953
- F2 Elaine * 1955 - + 1955
- F3 Trevor * 1957
- F4 Ronald * 1961
- F5 Darryl * 1964

A7 - B3 - C2 - D7 - E2

**John Hoeppner** * 1931 - poultry man EMC.

∞

∞ Mary Hildebrand * 1940 EMC.

Children Hoeppner:
- F1 Valorie * 1966 - + 1966
- F2 Lorraine * 1967
- F3 Russel * 1970

A7 - B3 - C2 - D7 - E3

**Nettie Hoeppner** * 1936 garage manager, Santa Rose, Calif.

∞

∞ Henry Peters * 1935

Children Peters:
- F1 Jeffrey * 1966

A7 - B3 - C2 - D7 - E4

**Gladys Hoeppner** * 1943 U.C.

∞

∞ Douglas Nicholls * 1938 farm labor U.C.

Children Nicholls:
- F1 Kenneth * 1963
- F2 Joyce * 1966
Hoeppner

A7 - B3 - C3
Heinrich Hoeppner *Aug. 27, 1854 - +Feb. 3, 1934

Anna Hoeppner *

(1 son-4 daughters)
Hoeppner

Johann Hoeppner *Feb. 6, 1857 - +Aug. 12, 1946

Katharina Reimer *

(7 sons, 3 daughters)
Hoeppner

Katharina Hildebrand *Aug. 15, 1864 S. Russia, +Aug. 31, 1886 Waldheim, Man.

Children Hoeppner: (Daughter of Isaac Hildebrand & Kath. nee Bergen)
D1. Isaak Anton *Sep. 25, 1884
D2. Elisabeth *Aug. 26, 1886 - +Aug. 28, 1886

Anton Hoeppner remarried Dec. 26, 1886
Katharina Doerksen *Sep. 20, 1866 S. Russia, +Mar. 18, 1949

-∞ Johann U. Dueck

D4. Katharina *June 20, 1889 - +Oct. 20, 1930
D5. Maria *May 13, 1891 - +Nov. 22, 1898
D7. Peter *Mar. 1, 1896
D8. Elisabeth *May 11, 1897
D11. Johann *Apr. 29, 1904 - +May 10, 1904
D13. Helena *Mar. 27, 1908

(∞ Anna Zacharias
-∞ Sara Nikkel

-∞ Dierich Zacharias
∞ Maria Siemens

∞ Peter J. Schapansky
∞ Albert Siemens
∞ Margaret N. Siemens

A7 - B3 - C5 - D1
Isaak Anton Hoeppner *Sep. 25, 1884
∞ July 10, 1903

Elisabeth Wolf *Mar. 31, 1885 - +Mar. 2, 1951

Children Hoeppner:
E1. Elisabeth *Oct. 24, 1904
E2. Anton *May 16, 1905
E3. Maria *Aug. 4, 1906
E5. Jacob *Aug. 29, 1909
E6. Katharina *May 14, 1911
E7. Helena *May 16, 1913
E8. Sara *Dec. 8, 1914
E10. Heinrich *May 4, 1918
E11. Anna *July 7, 1920
E12. Peter *July 7, 1922
E13. Susanna *July 7, 1924
E14. Margaretha *Mar. 20, 1926

-∞ Johann Janzen
-∞ Katharina Zacharias
-∞ Bernhard Janzen

∞ Helena Janzen
∞ Isaac J. Braun

∞ Peter Hiebert
-∞ Anna Sawatzky
-∞ Anna Rempel
-∞ Heinrich Sawatzky
Hoeppner - Janzen

A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E1
Elisabeth Hoeppner *Oct. 24, 1904
∞
Johann Janzen *
Children Janzen:

(6 sons, 6 daughte
Anton Hoeppner *May 16, 1905
Katharina Zacharias *
Children Hoeppner:

(5 sons, 3 daughters)
Hoeppner - Janzen

A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E3

Maria Hoeppner *Aug. 4, 1906

Bernhard Janzen *

+June 23, 1937 (1 son, 4 daughters
A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E5

*Jacob Hoeppner* *Aug. 29, 1909*

*Helena Janzen*

(l daughter, 5 sons)
Hoeppner - Braun

A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E6
Katharina Hoeppner *May 14, 1911
∞ June 14, 1942
Isaac J. Braun *Nov. 1, 1912 - +Mar. 3, 1944 (double pneumonia)
Oldest son of Jacob Braun & Maria nee Unrau
Son Braun:
Flo Isaac Daniel *July 20, 1943

A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E6 - F1
Isaac Daniel Brown Rev. *July 20, 1943
EMMC - Missionary in Trinidad

Dorothy Koop * 1942
A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E8
Sara Hoeppner *Dec. 8, 1914
Peter Hiebert *

(3 daughters, 5 sons)
Heinrich Hoeppner *May 4, 1918
Anna Sawatzky *

(5 sons, 7 daughters)
Hoeppner

A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E12
Peter Hoeppner *July 7, 1922
∞
Anna Hempel *

(4 sons, 4 daughters)
A7 - B3 - C5 - D1 - E14
Margaretha Hoeppner *Mar. 20, 1926
Heinrich Sawatzky *

(2 sons, 7 daughters)
Hoeppner - Dueck

A7 - B3 - C5 - D4
Katharina Hoeppner *June 20, 1889 - Oct. 20, 1930
Johann U. Dueck * +July 31, 1968 (8 sons, 3 daughters)
Hoeppner

Peter Anton Hoeppner *Mar. 1, 1896
∞ Oct. 19, 1919
Anna Zacharias *Nov. 27, 1900 Schoenwiese, +Aug. 8, 1939
Daughter of

Children Hoeppner:
E1 Anna *Feb. 27, 1920 - +Mar. 19, 1920
E2 Peter *July 27, 1921 - +Jan. 10, 1924
E3 Anton *Nov. 21, 1922 -
E4 Jacob *Feb. 22, 1924 - +May 20, 1926
E5 Peter *Jan. 9, 1926
E6 Anna *Jan. 8, 1928
E7 Jacob *Sep. 29, 1930
E8 Henry *Feb. 12, 1933
E9 Katharina *Apr. 30, 1935 - +Oct. 10, 1936
E10 Isaac John *Jan. 22, 1937
E11 Kath. Elis *Apr. 11, 1938
Peter A. Hoeppner remarried May 12, 1940
Sara Nikkel *Dec. 7, 1899
No family.

A7 - B3 - C5 - D7 - E3
Anton Hoeppner *Nov. 21, 1922
∞

Eva Braun *

∞ Mary Kush

∞ Reg. Sherrin

∞ Emilie Riediger

∞ Eva Braun

∞ Mary Kush

∞ Reg. Sherrin

∞ Emilie Riediger

∞ Dianne Klatt

∞ Clifford Haak

A7 - B3 - C5 - D7 - E5
Peter Hoeppner *Jan. 9, 1926
∞
Mary Kush
A7 - B3 - C5 - D7 - E6
Anna Hoeppner *Jan. 8, 1928
Reg. Sherrin *
Hoeppner

A7 - B3 - C5 - D7 - E7
Jacob Hoeppner * Sep. 24, 1930
☑ June 28, 1959

Emilie Riediger * Aug. 10, 1939
Daughter of Johann Riediger * May 1, 1882, + July 21, 1972, +
Maria nee Thiessen * May 8, 1899

Children Hoeppner:
F1 Pauline * May 25, 1965
F2 Rodney * Feb. 20, 1967
Hoeppner - Haak

A7 - B3 - C5 - D7 - E11

Katharina Elisabeth Hoeppner *Apr. 11, 1938

Clifford Haak
Elisabeth Hoeppner *May 11, 1897
has a son
El John
Hoeppner - Zacharias

A7 - B3 - C5 - D9
Maria Hoeppner *Mar. 15, 1900 - +Dec. 2, 1934
Diedrich Zacharias *
A7 - B3 - C5 - D10
Maria Siemens *

(3 sons 5 daughters)
A7 - B3 - C5 - D12
Anna Hoeppner *Feb. 10, 1906
∞
Peter J. Schapansky *

(1 son, 1 daughter)
A7 - B3 - C5 - D13
Helena Hoepner *Mar.27,1908
∞
Albert Siemens *
Anton Hoeponer *Oct. 10, 1910
Margaret Nancy Siemens *

(1 son, 5 daughter)
Hoeppner - Braun

A7 - B3 - C6
Anna Hoeppner *May 29, 1863 - +Sep. 29, 1936 G.C.
∞ Dec. 24, 1884 *Waldheim
Johann Braun *1864 - +1943, == 1888 - farmer. G.C.
Children Braun:
D1 Anna *1887 - +1963
D2 Elizabeth *1889
D3 Mary *1891
D4 John *1893 - +1942
D5 Helen *1895 - +1905
D6 Tina J. *1898
D7 Peter J. *1901

Johann Braun remarried
Mary Toews *1870 - +1941

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1
Anna Braun *1887 - +1963
∞ Sommerfelder
John Fehr *1885 - +1948 - farmer
Children Fehr:
E1 Lizzie *1919 - +1967
E2 Mary *1925
E3 Helen *1928
E4 Susie *1931 - +1939

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E1
Lizzie Fehr *1919 - +1967
∞ Peter Reimer *1917 - truck driver
Children Reimer:
F1 Ronald *1943
F2 Kenneth *1944
F3 Carol *1946
F4 Patricia *1947
F5 Allan *1949
F6 Lorne *1952
F7 Larry *1954
F8 Leonard *1956
F9 Leona *1956
F10 Richard *1962

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E1 - F2
Kenneth Reimer *1944
∞ TV Repairman
Patricia Cameron *1949 - Nurses Aid in Home for Aged.
Hoeppner - Braun - Fehr

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E1 - F3
Carol Reimer * 1946
∞
Glen Wetch * 1945 Portage Coke Plant
Children Wetch:
G1 James * 1968
G2 Sheryl * 1969

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E2
Mary Fehr * 1925 Lutheran
∞
John Kiniak * 1916 Merchant & Postmaster, Lutheran
Children Kiniak:
F1 Lois * 1943 ∞ Ernest Bezinski
F2 Frances * 1947 ∞ Lyle Bradshaw
F3 Gloria * 1948 Lutheran ∞ Garry Johnson
F4 Elaine * 1952

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E2 - F1
Lois Kiniak * 1943
∞
Ernest Brezinski * 1940 Mgr. of Firestone Store
Children Brezinski:
G1 Michelle * 1967
G2 Brent * 1969

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E2 - F2
Frances Kiniak * 1947
∞
Lyle Bradshaw * 1947 Mgr. garage
Children Bradshaw:
G1 Jeffrey * 1968

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E2 - F4
Elaine Kiniak * 1952 Lutheran
∞
Garry Johnson *

His father is a Swede, his mother - nee Griffith - Salvation Arm
Hoeppner, Braun - Fehr

A7 - B3 - C6 - D1 - E3
Helen Fehr * 1928
∞
Dave Schellenberg * 1919
Children Schellenberg:
F1 Edward * 1959

A7 - B3 - C6 - D2
Elizabeth Braun * 1889 G.C.
∞
John Martens * 1886 - + 1943 - farmer, mixed, G.C.
Children Martens:
E1 John * 1912 - + 1967 -∞ Betty Peters
E2 Lizzie * 1917 -∞ Frank Zacharias
E3 William * 1928 - + 1928 -∞ Edward Schott
E4 Mary Ann * 1932

A7 - B3 - C6 - D2 - E1
∞
Betty Peters * 1915 G.C.
Children Martens:
F1 Gladys * 1941 -∞ Norman Philips
F2 Joyce * 1944 -∞ Vernon Fosse
F3 Robert * 1955 - + 1955

A7 - B3 - C6 - D2 - E1 - F1
Gladys Martens * 1941 U.C.
∞
Norman Philips * 1937
Children Philips:
G1 Brenda * 1961
G2 Daren * 1963
G3 Tracey * 1968

A7 - B3 - C6 - D2 - E1 - F2
Joyce Martens * 1944 U.C.
∞
Vernon Fosse * 1938 Mgr. Saskatoon Safeway
Children Fosse:
G1 Todd * 1968
G2 Tora * 1970
Hoeppner - Braun - Martens

A7 - B3 - C6 - D2 - E2
Lizzie Martens * 1917

Frank Zacharias * 1916 - farmer, G.C.
Children Zacharias:
  F1 Alvina * 1940 -∞ Abram Neufeld

A7 - B3 - C6 - D2 - E2 - F1
Alvina Zacharias * 1940 U.C.

Abram Neufeld * 1937 Fireman, St. James, U.C.
Children Neufeld:
  G1 Lawrence * 1956
  G2 Debbra * 1958
  G3 Karen * 1960

A7 - B3 - C6 - D2 - E4
Mary Ann Martens * 1932 G.C.

Edward Schott * 1930 - farmer, G.C.
Children Schott:
  F1 Glen Edward * 1952
  F2 Carrey * 1955
  F3 Hendaal * 1956 + 1958
  F4 Robert * 1959
Mary Braun * 1891 G.C.

Jacob Epp * 1890 - farmer, mixed, G.C.

Children Epp:
E1 Martha * 1916
E2 Esther * 1920 + 1926
E3 Lydia * 1927
E4 Frank * 1930
E5 Harvey * 1934

A7 - B3 - C6 - D3 - E1

Martha Epp * 1916 S.C.

Jacob M. Wiebe * 1912 laborer, SC.

Children Wiebe:
F1 Jacob * 1939 + 1939
F2 Martha * 1941 + 1941

Mrs. Martha Wiebe remarried
Peter P. Wall * 1900

Children Wall:
F3 Miranda * 1959

A7 - B3 - C6 - D3 - E3

Lydia Epp * 1927 U.C.

Ralph Clein * 1913 - welder, licenced pilot.

Children Clein:
F1 Robert * 1958
F2 Daniel * 1963

A7 - B3 - C6 - D3 - E4

Frank Epp * 1930 - mechanic, Hospital maintenance, G.C.

Elizabeth Dueck * 1930 G.C.

Children Epp:
F1 Russel * 1957
F2 Rhonda * 1960
F3 Gerald * 1961
F4 Linda * 1965
F5 David * 1970

A7 - B3 - C6 - D3 - E5

Harry Harvey Epp * 1934 - truck driver-Security Storage, R.C.

Tel. Operator, R.C.

Dian Karen McCraw *
Hoeppner - Braun - Brown

A7 - B3 - C6 - D4

John Brown * 1893 - 1942 - farmer, G.C.

Helen Hoeksema * 1894

Children Brown:
E1 John * 1924
E2 Robert * 1925 - logger
E3 Luella Ruth * 1927
E4 Walter * 1931

-∞ Mary Neufeld

∞ Bruce Fargey-1. ∞
∞ Douglas Burton-2. ∞
∞ Arlene Marchel

A7 - B3 - C6 - D4 - E1

John Allen Brown * 1924 - mechanic

∞ Mary Neufeld * 1926

Children Brown:
F1 Luella * 1948
F2 Gordon * 1950
F3 Helen * 1953
F4 Timothy * 1954
F5 Harold * 1956

A7 - B3 - C6 - D4 - E3

Luella Ruth Brown * 1927 - LPN.

∞ Bruce Fargey *

Children Fargey:
F1 Sharon * 1949
F2 Wayne * 1950 - butcher
F3 Dennis * 1952 - electronics

Mrs. Luella Ruth Fargey remarried
Douglas Burton *

A7 - B3 - C6 - D4 - E3 - F1

Sharon Fargey * 1949 - steno

∞ Nick Frazius * 1948

∞ Nick Frazius * 1948

A7 - B3 - C6 - D4 - E4

Walter John Brown * 1931 - telecommunications

∞ Arlene Marchel * 1941

Children Brown:
F1 Debra Lynn * 1962
F2 Lisa Gayle * 1965
Hoeppner - Braun

A7 - B3 - C6 - D6
Tina J. Braun * 1898 -farms, mixed, EMMC
El Helen * 1922 -∞ John Hildebrand

A7 - B3 - C6 - D6 - El
Helen Brown * 1922 EMMC

∞ John Hildebrand * 1921 -farmer, mixed, EMMC
Children Hildebrand:
F1 Diane * 1948
F2 Leona * 1950
F3 Peter * 1952
F4 Eleanor * 1956
F5 David * 1956
F6 Frank * 1957
F7 Alan * 1959
F8 Harvey * 1960
F9 Robert * 1965

- - -

A7 - B3 - C6 - D7
Peter J. Brown * 1901 -farmer, mixed, C.G.

∞
Mary Doerksen * 1902 G.C.
Children Brown:
El Dorothy * 1922
E2 Eileen * 1927
E3 Lavina * 1929
E4 Lucy * 1936

∞
Niel Penner * 1925
Children Penner:
F1 Sharon * 1948
F2 Lorraine * 1950
F3 Douglas * 1952

-∞ Franklin Janzen

Franklin Janzen * 1944 Constable
Hoeppner - Braun - Brown

A7 - B3 - C6 - D7 - E2
Eileen Brown * 1927

Donald Drinkwater * 1927 - Banker for Dominion, U.C.

A7 - B3 - C6 - D7 - E3
Leavina Brown * 1929

Menno Brown * 1934 - disabled

Pentecostal

A7 - B3 - C6 - D7 - E4
Lucy Brown * 1936 - Evang. Free Church

John Neufeld * 1936 - transport driver

Children Neufeld:
  F1 Rhonda * 1962
  F2 Darryl * 1963
  F3 Brian * 1967
A7 - B3 - C7
Elisabeth Hoepner *Feb.10,1866 - +Jan.18,1929

Gerhard Dueck *
Children Dueck:
D1
D2
D3
Anton Hoeppner *July 14, 1829

Peter *July 1, 1862

- Margaretha Neide
Peter Hoepner * July 1, 1862 + Apr 22, 1947

Margaretta Hoepner x Oct 13, 1864 Russia + May 10, 1929

Margareta Hoepner x June 26, 1883 Morden - Per Abram Wiebe
Daughter of Herman Hoepner + Justin Wiebe

Children Hoepner

01 Herman x Apr 13, 1884 Morden - Dana Unger
- Lena Toews

02 Helon x Apr 13, 1884 

03 Johann x Apr 7, 1885 

04 Justina x Dec 28, 1886 

05 Agnes x Nov 29, 1888 

06 Peter x Nov 27, 1890 

07 Margaretha x Mar 26, 1892 

08 Heinrich x Feb 16, 1894 

09 Katherina x Feb 3, 1896 Laird

10 Helen x Nov 21, 1897 

11 Elisabeth x Aug 20, 1899 

12 Jacob x July 19, 1901 + July 19, 1901
- Simon Brueck

13 Anna x July 19, 1902 

14 Berhard x Aug 19, 1904 

15 Maria x Mar 11, 1906 

16 Martha x Apr 25, 1912

Peter Hoepner remarried Nov 10, 1912

Elisabeth Harns x Dec 3, 1878 + 1925

Dorothea Brandt x Nov 10, 1878 Laird + May 10, 1929

Peter Hoepner remarried Nov 26, 1925

Margareta Teichert x
Herman Hoopner *Apr: 13, 1884 Warden Man.

Laird Jack

Hersa Burger *

Daughter of
A7-BS-C-04

Justina Hoepner * Dec. 28, 1886 Horden, Man. + Waldheim

00 Mar. 14, 1907 Ebenfeld, SaK.

Abraham Friesen * Apr. 15, 1884 Michelsburg, R.

Son of David Friesen

+ Maria Jager

Children, Friesen:

E1 Martha * Feb. 17, 1908 Waldheim

E2 Maria * Feb. 17, 1908

E3 David * Dec. 6, 1909 *

E4 Elsa * Aug. 2, 1911 *

E5 Margaretha * June 7, 1913 *

E6 Leonard * Jan. 21, 1925 Laird

A7-BS-C-04 - E1

Martha Friesen * Feb. 17, 1908 Waldheim, SaK.

00

Philipp Schulz *

Son of
A7- B5- C - D4- E4

Elsie Friesen  * Aug 2, 1911 Waldheim, Sask.

May 22, 1932  * Brotherhood, Sask.

Heinrich J. Reinfield  * Dec 19, 1905 Waldheim, Sask.  + 537+ accident

Sp. of  John J. Reinfield

+ Katharina Reinicke

Children Reinfield:

1. Donald Henry  * Aug 15, 1933 Waldheim

2. Kenneth Roy  * Sep 18, 1935

3. Margaret Rose  * Dec 5, 1936
H7-B5-C - 07
Margaretha Naepner a Mar. 26, 1892 Morden, Man.

Abraham Naepner
Son of

(}
Heinrich Koeppeur  * Feb 16, 1894 Morden, Man.

Mary Sawatzky x
Daughter of
H7-B5-E - 09
Los Angeles, Calif.

Katherine Hooper Feb 3, 1896 Lard, Saska.

1935
Schaefer n.
Helena Hoeppner x Nov 21, 1897 Laird, Sask. + Aug 10, 1938

Laird

Simon Vary, Sr.
(A7-B5. C - 013)

Hand Neopporer x July 19, 1902 Laird, Sash,

00

Simon Brooke

Sir
Grande Prairie

Dora

Daughter
Maria Hoepner - Mar. 11 1906

Erick Gliege

Son of
Bernhard Hoepner 4 Apr 19 1840 1 May 15 1909 Neuschoen Wie\n
Katharina 1840 7 Sep 5 1907 Deen Wie\n
Daughter of
A7 - B12
Elisabeth Hoeppner *Feb. 9, 1849 -
Peter Sawatzky *
Cornelius Hoeppner *Dec. 23, 1894 New York, USSR, +Mar. 15, 1975 Leamington

= 1927 by Rev. C. N. Niebert

Maria Janzen * - + 1959 B.C.
Daughter of

1. Corny - + 1959 BC
2. Peter
3. Eduard
4. Henry
5. Anne - ∞ Harry Hooge
6. Mary - ∞ Cecil Smith

Came to Canada 1926
oldest son + 1959 BC Corny

Cornelius Hoeppner remarried 1970 Leamington
Mrs. Amalie Hamm

M. Rundschau - Apr. 30, 1975
Appendix

Fehr - Dyck - Wolf

Isaac Fehr  
Margaretha Falk *
Children Fehr:
   Maria *Nov.14,1830, = 1849, +Dec. 5,1895

Maria Fehr *Nov.14,1830, =1849, +Dec. 5,1895
∞ Oct.16,1849
Johann Dyck *Dec.24,1826, = 1847
Children Dyck:
   1 Margaretha *Aug. 3,1850, +Aug.30,1850
   2 Sarah *Jan.13,1852, =June20,1870
   3 Margaretha *Feb. 8,1854, =June29,1872
   4 Maria *Aug.10,1856, =May 21,1878
   5 Johann *Oct.28,1858, =June 2,1879
   6 Katharina *Jan.26,1860, +Jan.26,1860
   7 Isaac *Aug.26,1862, =June 6,1881
   8 Jacob *Mar.28,1865, =May 31,1887
   9 Katharina *May 1,1867, =May 31,1887
  10 Helena *June 18,1870, =May 22,1888
  11 Heinrich *Mar. 2,1872, =May 23,1893

Maria Dyck *Aug.10,1856, =May 21,1876, +April.29,1943
∞ Dec.24,1876
Jacob Wolf *July18,1853, = 1873, +Dec. 7,1931
Son of Johann Wolf & Elisabeth nee Friesen
Children Wolf:
   2. Maria *Aug.10,1879, =June 6,1897, +April.13,1967
   4. Helena *Jan.20,1883, =June 4,1900, +Mar.23,1905
   6. Peter *June17,1887
   7. Sarah *June17,1887, =June 4,1906
   9. Susanna *May 7,1894
Appendix

Hildebrand

Isaac Hildebrand *Nov. 15, 1828, =June 6, 1848, +Sep. 21, 1913
Son of Isaac Hildebrand & Katharina nee Patkau
+ Oct. 26, 1857
Katharina Bergen *Sep. 29, 1834, =May 31, 1854, +May 17, 1893
Daughter of Isaac Bergen & Sarah nee Siemens

Children Hildebrand:
1. Sarah *Aug. 14, 1858 +June 23, 1861
2. Isaac *Aug. 18, 1860 +Aug. 16, 1861
3. Isaac *Sep. 17, 1862 +May 9, 1863
5. Helena *Nov. 15, 1866, =June 15, 1886, +July 4, 1925
6. Isaac *Feb. 4, 1869, =May 26, 1890, +Apr. 5, 1892-∞ E. Sawatzky
7. Jacob *May 14, 1871 +July 28, 1883
8. Cornelius *Sep. 4, 1873, =June 7, 1892, +Mar. 28, 1948-∞ Mrs. I. Hildebrand
9. Anna *Feb. 26, 1876 +Mar. 2, 1876
10. Anna *Mar. 7, 1877 +Sep. 15, 1934-∞ Corn. Banmann

Isaac Hildebrand remarried Oct. 11, 1894
Katharina Froese *Jan. 17, 1843, = 1861
Daughter of Johann Froese & Katharina nee Friesen

∞

6-
Isaac Hildebrand *Feb. 4, 1869, =May 26, 1890, +Apr. 5, 1892
∞

Elenora Sawatzky *

∞

8-
Cornelius Hildebrand *Sep. 4, 1873, =June 7, 1892, +Mar. 28, 1948
∞

Mrs. Isaac Hildebrand

∞

10-
Anna Hildebrand *Mar. 7, 1877 - +Sep. 15, 1934
∞

Cornelius Banmann * +June 3, 1933
Hoeppner

(married 50 yrs. & 5 months  
+Nov.23,1944

Children Rempel:  
1 Susan

 Came to Canada 1876

His grandmother was Maria Hoeppner, sister to Johann Hoeppner  
deputy to Russia in 1787

Winkler Book - p.115

---

Rev. Jacob Hoeppner *Aug.10,1850 Chortitza, Russia. +Nov.16,1936  
() Nov.19, Winkler, ordained Apr.14,1903 by Elder Johann Funk  
+Apr.24,1922

Aganetha Lueck *  
12 Children

Jacob Hoeppner remarried Jan.21,1923  
Mrs. Heinrich Harder  
+Dec.24,1935

Jacob Hoeppner was a grandson of the deputy Jacob Hoeppner of West  
Prussia.  
His father ran the ferry across the Dnieper River.  
He came to Canada in 1876.

Winkler Book - p.172

---

Bernhard Loewen erected first general store in Winkler 1892  
His wife was a sister to Reb. Jacob Hoeppner, Bishop of Bergthaler Ch.

Winkler Book - p.19

---

Mr. & Mrs. Peter P. Hoeppner celebrated 65th wedding anniversary  
on July 26,1970
Hoppe, Isaac. H. Hoppe, + Jan 10, 1955
Minister of Rudnerweider Gemeinde
De July 10, 1904, Eliebeth Wolff
14 children – 2 +
4 sons – 8 daughters
Minister of Rudnerweider Gemeinde
Do July 10, 1904  Elisabeth Nottf.
14 children  2 +
4 sons  8 daughters
Jacob Hoppner  * Mar. 8, 1792  + June 5, 1827
+ Jan. 19, 1812
Maria Isaac * 1791  + July 2, 1850
Daughter of

Children Hoppner:
1. Jacob  * Oct. 29, 1812  - Franz Savitsky
2. Maria  * Sep. 1, 1814  - Maria Bohr
3. Dirk  * Jan. 28, 1816
4. Susanna  * Nov. 20, 1818  - Peter Harder
5. Anton  * Apr. 20, 1820  - Catharina Thiessen
6. Helena  * Nov. 9, 1821 - Abraham Klassen
7. Johann  * Apr. 20, 1823 - Catharina Friese
8. Sara  * Apr. 11, 1825 - Johann Harder
9. Peter  * Mar. 9, 1827 - Sara Boas
Maria Hepper + Sep. 1, 1814 + Dec. 21, 1855
00 Jan. 9, 1836

Franz Sawatzke Aug. 19, 1814 + Dec. 29, 1865
Son of Peter Sawatzke + July 4, 1784, + May 18, 1843
Margaretha Rompel + 1780, + Mar. 28, 1853

Children Sawatzke:
D1 Peter x May 5, 1837 - Margaretha Friesen
D2 Jacob x Nov. 11, 1838 - Jan. 23, 1848
D3 Maria x Apr. 14, 1840 - Heinrich Friesen
D4 Franz x Feb. 7, 1842 - Heinrich Sawatzke Re
D5 Johann x 1843 - Dora Rompel
D6 Margaretha x 1845 - Johanna Hoewes
D7 Susanna x Feb. 9, 1847 - Peter Niebert
D8 Cornelius x Feb. 12, 1849 - May 1, 1854
D9 Jacob x Nov. 5, 1851 - Maria Harder
D10 Dolly x Nov. 22, 1853 - Dec. 2, 1856

Franz Sawatzke remarried Nov. 14, 1854

4 Elizabeth Hamm x Mar. 8, 1914

Daughter of
DII Cornelius x Feb. 9, 1856
C.2. D.1

Peter Sawatzke & May 5, 1837
00 Feb. 1, 1857
Margaretha Friesen & Mar. 5, 1835
Daughter of Abraham Friesen & May 15, 1807
9 Margaretta Peper & 1808, + June 23, 1888
children Sawatzke:

El Margaretta & Mar. 1, 1860
Maria Sawatzke * Apr. 19, 1840
00 Oct. 26, 1858

Heinrich Friesen * May 5, 1833
Son of Abraham Friesen * May 15, 1807
* Margaretha Peters * 1808, + June 21, 1868

Children Friesen:

E1 Maria * July 7, 1860
E2 Abraham * Apr. 16, 1862 - + May 18, 1871
E3 Margaretha * Oct. 27, 1863
E4 Heinrich * July 4, 1865 - + Oct. 24, 1866
E5 Heinrich * Dec. 29, 1866 - + Dec. 24, 1867
E6 Sara * Oct. 8, 1868
E7 Sarah * Feb. 18, 1871 - + Apr. 3, 1871
E8 Agatha * Feb. 18, 1872
E9 Peter * June 4, 1874
CZ-04

Franz Sawatske x F. 67, 1842
do

Helena Sawatske x Sep. 18, 1846

Daughter of Peter Sawatske x Mar. 13, 1811
+ Helena Martin x 1814, + July 9, 1858
C 2: 05

Johann Sawalich 1843

Ofr

Anna Rompe 2 Mar. 5, 1854

Daughter of Peter Rompe x Nov 2, 1817 + Dec. 26, 1869

+ Anna Rompe + Apr. 1, 1827
CZ-06
Marguerite Sowalke x 1845
Oo Nov. 10, 1863
Johann Locher x May 12, 1842
Son of Johann Locher x Dec. 16, 1815
x Helene Dycz x Sep 25, 1820
Children Locher:
E1 Johann x 1864 - +
E2 Johann x Sep. 31, 1866
E3 Jacob x Jan. 4, 1868
E4 Peter x Jan. 1, 1870
E5 Helena x Oct. 14, 1873 - + Oct. 16, 1873
E6 Helena x Jan. 22, 1875
C. 2. D7

Susan, Swatzer 1 Feb 3, 1847
00 Oct 15, 1865

Peter Niether b Apr 6, 1844

Son of Abraham Niether 1 Feb 20, 1806, + Nov 2, 1874
+ Maria Niether 1 Nov 4, 1821, + Dec 11, 1869

Children Niether:

E1 Maria + Sep 10, 1866

E2 Abraham + Dec 11, 1867 - + May 4, 1868

E3 Susanna + Mar 23, 1870 -

E4 Peter + Apr 5, 1872
JACOB SARASKE & NOV. 5, 1851
       OD Aug. 14, 1860
MARIA HARDER & Feb. 3, 1840
v. ANNIE TRICHRICK & July 1807, * Oct. 5, 1842
Dirk Hoepner  x Jan 28, 1816  +  1852  
00  Cel  1840

Maria Buhr  x  1822  
Daughter of Koronius Buhr  x  1747  + May 2, 1868
+ Maria Driedger  x  + Jan 31 1854

Children Hoepner:

01 - Maria  x Sep 22, 1841 - Johann Stees
02 - Margaretha  x May 3, 1843 - Abraham Harder
03 - Cornelius  x Nov 18, 1844 - Agatha Driedger
04 - Jacob  x Dec 3, 1846  + Oct 24, 1846  +
05 - Dirk  x Oct 2, 1847  + Sep 25, 1847
06 - Dirk  x Dec 7, 1848 - (Emigrated)
07 - Susanna  x Apr 20, 1851  + Oct 26, 1853
08 - Jacob  x Mar 26, 1853
09 - Peter  x Jul 19, 1855
10 - Johann  x Mar 9, 1857
11 - Susanna  x Feb 19, 1859
12 - Magdalena  x Apr 27, 1861  + June 6, 1866
13 - Helena  x Dec 8, 1864
14 - Fredman  x Dec. 1866
Dietrich Hoeppner *Jan. 28, 1816
(is mentioned as a child of Jacob Hoeppner, which is very unlikely - records of Bernard Hoeppner)

Marie Buhr *Dec. 3, 1821
Daughter of

Children Hoeppner:
B1 Marie *Sep. 23, 1841
B2 Margareta *May 5, 1843
B3 Cnelius *Nov. 5, 1844
B4 Jacob * 1846 - +
B5 Dietrich *Sep. 12, 1847 - + in infancy
B6 Dietrich *Dec. 7, 1848
B7 Susanna **pr. 20, 1851 - + 1855
B8 Jacob *Mar. 26, 1853
B9 Peter Ju *July 19, 1855
B10 Johann *Mar. 19, 1857
B11 Susanna *Mar. 3, 1859
B12 Aganetha **pr. 27, 1861 - + July 6, 1866
B13 Helena *Dec. 11, 1864 - + Jan. 21, 1878
B14 Erdman *Dec. 23, 1866
C3 - D1

Maria Hornner - Sep. 22, 1841
De Nov. 13, 1860

Johann Stocsa - Oct. 9, 1839

Son of Jacob Stocsa - Dec. 28, 1774, + Feb. 16, 1854
+ Barbara Mier - Aug. 11, 1803

Children Stocsa:

E1 Dirck  a Jan. 16, 1862 - + July 18, 1862

E2 Maria  a June 19, 1863

E3 Dirck  a Mar. 2, 1866

E4 Jacob  a Dec. 16, 1868

E5 Johann  a Dec. 15, 1870

E6 Kornelius  a Apr. 28, 1873
Margaretha Noepner * May 8, 1843 + 1931
00 Aug 30, 1862
Abraham Harden * Mar. 19, 1843
Son of Jacob Harden * Aug. 10, 1810, + Apr 20, 1860
+ Katharina Aug * Dec 21, 1811
Children Harden:
E1 Maria * Aug 29, 1864
E2 Abraham * Sep 1, 1867
E3 Katharina * Apr 26, 1870
E4 Dirk * Mar 6, 1873
C. S. P. 3

Cornelius Humphreys * Nov. 18, 1844

Agatha Driedger * Jan. 26, 1848

Daughter of David Driedger * Nov. 15, 1820

+ Agatha Neufeld * Sep. 8, 1839  + July 31, 1855
Susanna Nepper * Nov 20, 1818
+ Apr 4, 1888
Peter Harder * 1814 + June 11, 1863
Son of Peter Harder + Jan 7, 1784, + Sep 8, 1849
+ Augusta Thiessen + 1782, + Aug 1, 1854

Children Harder:
D1 - Maria + Jan 1, 1839 - Bron Schuld
D2 - Anna + 1840 - Aug 17, 1842
D3 - Susanna + 1842 - Aug 18, 1842
D4 - Peter + Jan 18, 1843 - Anna Buhr
D5 - Susan + Jun 5, 1845 - Jan 10, 1857
D6 - Heinrich + Mar 21, 1847 - Heinrich Harder
D7 - Jacob + Jan 16, 1849 - Helene Braun

Mrs Susanna Harder remarried
Peter Nickel
Marie Harder * Jan. 1, 1839
o0 Sep 28, 1858

Nnone Schultz * May 12, 1833

Son of David Schultz * June 8, 1806, + Nov 28, 1838
+ Elisabeth Kohler * Aug 28, 1808

Children Schultz:

E1 Peter * July 7, 1859 - + Dec 11, 1863
E2 Johann * May 17, 1861
E3 Chriss * Jan 11, 1864
E4 Elisabeth * Mar 30, 1866
E5 Susana * June 16, 1872
E6 Peter * June 1, 1869
E7 David * May 13, 1870
E8 Maria * Jan 28, 1874
Peter Harder & June 18, 1843

Anna Buhr & Aug. 11, 1845

Daughter of Erdman Buhr & May 10, 1818

+ Anna Funk & Mar 21, 1825, + July 3, 1854
E4 - HC

Helena Harder * Mar 21, 1847
   + Nov 5, 1867

Heinrich Harder * Sep 26, 1846
   Son of Johann Harder * Mar 9, 1812, + Apr 19, 1849
   + Hanna Folk * Aug 13, 1812

Children Harder:
E1 - Alexa * Dec 1, 1868
E2 - Peter * Nov 14, 1870
E3 - Heinrich * Dec 14, 1872 - + Dec 10, 1874
E4 - Heinrich * Dec 10, 1874
E5 - Helena * Dec 10, 1874
CH 47

Jacob Hardesty Jan. 16, 1849

Neilia Brown Dec. 19, 1850

Daughter of Jacob Brown Apr. 5, 1826

& Katharine Funk Sep. 15, 1827
Nathan Hoeppner 2 Apr. 20, 1830 - Apr. 28, 1851
20 Dec. 2, 1842
Catharina Thiessen * 1822
Daughter of
children Hoeppner:
D1 - Maria * Sep. 21, 1843 - Bernd Neufeld
D2 - Sara * May 24, 1847 - J. C. Keese
D3 - Jacob * Apr. 10, 1849 - + Sep. 14, 1850
D4 - Nathan * Nov. 24, 1851 - + Apr. 27, 1875 - Helena Peace - 13 children

Miss Catharina Hoeppner remarried
Philip HARDER
Maria Hoepner a Sep 21, 1843

Bernd Neufoeld a Feb 11, 1841
Son of Jacob Neufoeld a Oct 20, 1818
+ Katharina Dyck a July 1, 1817
25 - 02

Sara Hooper [May 24, 1847
00 Oct 8, 1867
Jacob Dyck [Dec 31, 1847
Son of David Dyck [Aug 5, 1820, + 1869
+ Katharina Neufeld [Feb 14, 1823, + Dec 31, 1877
Children Dyck:
E1 Katarina + 1829
E2 Sara + July 7, 1872
E3 Philip + Nov 24, 1873
C6

Hulda Neppher, 1 November 1821 - 1 March 1853

Abraham Klassen, 1 December 1826 - 1 March 1864

(widower - 3 children)

Son of

Children Klassen:

D1 - Maria 1 July 1841 - 1 December 1844

D2 - Jacob 1 December 1842 - 1 March 1844

D3 - Helena 1 January 1844

D4 - Peter 1 December 1845

D5 - Agatha 1 August 1847 - 1 March 1849

D6 - Susanne 1 February 1850 - 1 May 1854

D7 - Jacob 1 November 1851 - 1 February 1852

D8 - Maria 1 May 1853 - 1 March 1853

Abraham Klassen remarried May 21, 1853

Mar. Peter Epp - widow - 1 November 1808
Helena Klassen + Jan. 24, 1844
+ Nov. 25, 1865
Peter Toews × Mar. 3, 1846
Son of Peter Toews × Jan. 2, 1806
+ Helena Thiessen × Dec. 14, 1811, + Jan. 7, 1848

Children Toews:

E1 Helena + Nov. 29, 1846 – + Dec. 20, 1866
E2 Helena + Feb. 9, 1868
E3 Peter + Oct. 31, 1869
E4 Julius + July 12, 1871
E5 Abraham + Jan. 2, 1875
C 6-04

Peter Klasson * Dec. 1, 1845
+ June 14, 1870

Hana Wienk * Aug. 19, 1851

Daughter of Heinrich Wienk * Aug. 6, 1815
+ Margareta Schroeder * Mar. 15, 1815

Children Klasson:

El. - Aganetha + June 16, 1871

El. - Hektor + Apr. 14, 1872

El. - Hana + Jan. 9, 1874
C7

Johann Hoeppner + Apr 20, 1823
+ Dec 1, 1845

Catharina Friesen + June 14, 1825 + May 15, 1844
Daughter of Norbertus Friesen + Oct 16, 1790, + Dec 13, 1868
+ Agatha Thiessen + Nov 5, 1795, + May 30, 1850

Children Hoeppner:

D1 - Maria + Dec 9, 1845 - 7
D2 - Agatha + Apr 5, 1847
D3 - Jacob + Jan 20, 1849 - + Nov 6, 1849 - Gerhard Waltz
D4 - Johanna + Aug 15, 1851 - + June 15, 1860
D5 - Christopher + Aug 15, 1851 + 1860
D6 - Susan + Nov 15, 1853 - Jacob Unger
D7 - Maria + Feb 18, 1856 - Johann Schroeder
D8 - Sarra + Feb 29, 1860
D9 - Catharina + May 25, 1862 - 1869
Agatha Hoppaer + Apr.5.1847
00 Oct 25 1864
Gerhard Hall + May 18 1831
(widower - 4 children)
Son of Gerhard Hall + Mar 2.1802, + Dec. 7.1870
+ Katharine Schroefer + 1802, + 1856

Children Hall:
1 - Agatha + Oct 18 1865
2 - Lenora + Feb 12 1868
3 - Olivia + Feb 28 1870
4 - Maria + Feb 25 1870 - + Apr 15 1872
5 - Maria + July 17 1872
7 - 6

Suzanne Hipser * Nov. 15, 1853
00 Nov. 2, 1871

Jacob Unser * Apr. 20, 1850
Son of Peter Unser * July 29, 1812
+ Henriette Panner * Feb. 9, 1816, + Jan. 10, 1852

Children Unser:
1 - Katharina * Nov. 16, 1872

N. Dakota
C7 - D7

Maria Neuner + Feb. 18, 1856

Johann Schroeder + July 10, 1841

Widow - 7 children

Son of Johann J. Schroeder + Nov. 11, 1807, + Sep. 28, 1883

+ Maria Scheidenberg + Oct. 27, 1813, + Feb. 27, 1859

Children Schroeder:

E1 Maria + 1877
E2 Abraham + 1881
E3 Anne + 1884
E4 Peter + 1886
E5 Agatha + 1888
E6 Jacob + 1892
E7 Margaretha + 1894
E8 Nathan + 1900
Sarah Hippner b Apr 11, 1825 d Oct 4, 1848
00 Nov 19, 1847

Johann Harder + Mar 26, 1851
Son of Peter Harder b July 9, 1788, d June 19, 1853
+ Maria Kriese b May 9, 1795, d Dec 21, 1849

Children Harder:

D. Jacob b Sep 12, 1848 d July 31, 1850

Johann Harder remarried Dec 5, 1848

Helena Pozeer b Dec 24, 1828
Peter Hoeppner  * May 1, 1827
  + Jan. 18, 1861
Sara Bourk  1831  + Nov. 15, 1867
  Daughter of Kornelius Bourk  + May 2, 1868
  + Maria Diedger  4
  + Jan. 11, 1856
Children Hoeppner:
D1 - Cornelius  * Dec. 11, 1851  + Jan. 10, 1852
D2 - Maria  + June 9, 1853  + Jacob Wieks
D3 - Sara  + June 11, 1855
D4 - Susanna  + Feb. 2, 1857
D5 - Peter  + July 6, 1858
D6 - Cornelius  + Dec. 29, 1860
D7 - Jacob  + Jan. 17, 1862  + Jan. 29, 1862
D8 - Magdalena  + June 19, 1863  + June 25, 1863
D9 - Helena  + Dec. 23, 1864

Peter Hoeppner remarried Mar. 10, 1868
Mrs. Jacob Wieks (widow)
née Selruda Dyck  * Sep. 28, 1824
  Daughter of Jacob Dyck  + Jan. 12, 1887  + Sep. 17, 1897
  + Helena Mall  + Nov. 22, 1892  + Aug. 2, 1874
D10 - Frans  + Aug. 21, 1869
C9 - D2

Maria Hopner + Oct. 9, 1862
00 Sep. 2, 1871

Jacob Wiens + Oct. 2, 1846

Son of Johah Wiens + Feb. 4, 1811, + Jan. 15, 1888
+ Susanna Dyck + May 31, 1817, + Mar. 5, 1853

Children Wiens:


2. Gretl + Jan. 6, 1874
Hoeppner


1917-18?

Maria Janzen Came to Canada 1926 + 1959
Daughter of

Children Hoeppner:
1. Cornie + 1959
2. Peter
3. Eduard
4. Henry
5. Anne - o Harry Hooge
6. Mary - o Cecil Smith
7. Betty - o Leo Dueckmann
8. Irene - o Ernie Taylor

Cornelius Hoeppner remarried 1970 Leamington
Mrs. Amalie Hamm

M. Rundschau – Apr. 30, 1975
Peter Hepperle b. July 1, 1862

○؜ June 26, 1883

Margaret Heide d. Oct 13, 1884
Daughter of

Children Hepperle:

1. Herman d. Apr 13, 1884
2. Helene d. Apr 13, 1884
3. Johanne d. Sep 21, 1885
4. Justin d. Dec 28, 1884
5. Agatha d. Nov 29, 1888
6. Peter d. Nov 27, 1890
7. Margaretha d. Mar 26, 1892
9. Helena d. Nov 21, 1897
Peter P. Hopper * Dec. 13, 1884. Mountain Lake, Minn. Son of Peter Hopper + Katherine Epp

+ Nov. 7, 1912.

Bertha Janzen + July 1, 1892. Mountain Lake, Minn. Daughter of Aaron F. Janzen + Anna Neufeld

Children Hopper:

1. Peter + Feb. 5, 1914 Chinook, Montana

2. Harry + July 30, 1915

3. Lena + Jan. 18, 1917

4. Viola + Apr. 13, 1919

5. John + Sept. 5, 1920


7. Susie + Nov. 10, 1923 Myrtle, Kan.

8. Edwin + Aug. 8, 1925


10. Inez + Jan. 29, 1929


12. Katherine + Jan. 2, 1931

13. Jacob + May 20, 1933 + Mar. 17, 1934

Came to Canada Nov. 10, 1922
Heinrich Hoppen * Nov 13, 1872
00 Nov. 28, 1916
Elisabeth Berger * July 1, 1888
Daughter of Jacob Berger * Jan 13, 1852 + Aug 8, 1911
+ Helena Peters * July 5, 1860 + Feb 21, 1921
See children Hoppen:
1. Elisabeth * Sep 9, 1917
2. Helene * Oct 22, 1918
3. Bernhard * Jan 13, 1921
4. Abram * Feb 19, 1924
5. Heinrich * Sep 9, 1928 + Aug 1, 1929
6. Eduard + Aug 6, 1930
Abram Hoepner x Jan. 17, 1904 Tignor Rogers Amn. 7 Oct 27, 1972
Son of Abram
+ here Oct 7
Came to Canada 1924
00 Bel. 3, 1942
Betty Christianson x
Daughter of

Son Hoepner:
Kenneth 6 1944
Heinrich M. Heppner A

00 Oct 30, 1917

Agatha Epp b Feb 25, 1896 Waldheim, Sask.

Daughter of Heinrich Epp
+ Margaret Kemp

(Margaret remarried 1907 - Gerhard Nappern)

children Nappern - 8 (5 sons, 3 daughters)

Elmer

Art

Margaret

Matilda

Verda

Wilfred

Charles

Harold

Waldheim, Sask.
Son of Cornelius Hippen
& Maria Janzen

00 Nov 15, 1936

Daughter of

Children: Hippen - 4 daughters
Joyce
Peet
Peggy
Donnie

Brothers: - Sisters
Peter Hippen
Eddie
Henry
Marie

Harric - Hooge
Betty - Duckman
Irene - Taylor
Cornelius Nepper

* Dec 23, 1894 New York, Rı

+ Mar 15, 1975

Son of

+ July 3, 1989

Maria Jansen

Do Daughter of

Children Nepper:

Cornie + Jan 25, 1915 1959 - Oct 27

Peter

Edward

Harry

Mary

Betsy

Irene


Widow Amelia Hamer + Apr 22, 1896 1976

nee Hebkesser

Daughter of Gottlieb Hebkesser

+Margaret

(as a small orphan she was adopted by Jakob Niebuhr)

her 1st marriage Aug 27, 1917 - Peter Hamer + 1969

6 sons Hamer
Erna Neppner * Oct 2, 1914 Hone稠, Iowa  + Nov. 1971
Son of Herman Neppner

Oct. 18, 1934 love Farm Iowa
Mary Kohler
Daughter of

Children Neppner:
Timothy
Madeline
Ray
Katherina
John
Tony
Ruth
Eddie +
Esther +

- Ron Speir
- John Hiebe, Speir +
- Correspond, Chelmsford
Gerhard Hoepner * Feb 19, 1899 Waldheim, S.D. + Dec 27, 1968
Son of Jacob Hoepner
& Helena
00 Mar. 7, 1934
Ann
Daughter of

Children Hoepner
Vera
Robert
Ruth
Rosalie
George

Erickson, S.D.
Pr. Rupert
Weston, Nebr.
Regina
Waldheim.

Brother: Sister
Jacob
Eve
Elizabeth
George P. Nepper 4 July 10, 1899 Waldheim, Sask + Oct 11, 1972

came to Canada 1877

Son of Peter J. Nepper 4 July 12, 1867<br/>

Date: Oct 31, 1972

Gale Nepper 4 Oct 20, 1889<br/>

A. Nepper Nov 10, 1870 Borden, S.R. 4 Jan 6, 1932<br/>

Phoebe Dube 4 Oct 28, 1941

Daughter of

Sons: Nepper

Benjamin 4 Ane

Brothers: - Sisters

John

Corny

Bea

Isaac

Elizabeth

Katie

Grace

Navy
Daughter of Heinrich Adrian
& Maria

Children: Heppner
Herbert 4 in infency
Else
Gertrude
Cornel
Ervier
Alvin

La Crosse, Wis.
Calgary
Hamburg
Bluffs, Ala.
Heinrich H. Heppner & July 21, 1876 Manitoba

Son of

Dec. 9, 1901

Anna Strauss

Daughter of

Children: Heppner - 4 - Above - 2 daughters
Jacob Nepper  &
Son of

1893
Nellie Epp Nov 1871 S.R.
Daughter of

Children Nepper - 14 - 5 in Fancy - 5 Lotten

Date - May 19, 1958
+ 1948
Came to Canada 1893

Apr 26, 1958
Isaac R. Hoppe
* Sep 15, 1884 Waldheim, Neb.  + Jan 10, 1955

08 July 13, 1904
E. Elizabeth Wolf
Daughter of

children Hoppe
- 14 - 2 in family
Isack Hoepner

00 Aug. 07
Mary Hoepner
Daughter of

Children Hoepner: 14
Mary
Tina
I. S.
Henry
Delia
John
Jacob
Gunn
Abc
Tony
George
David

Peter Wiebe, Knebba
Hamm

Sisters
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
George Wiebe, Knebba

Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg

Weary in Vancouver, Edmont0
July 10, 1901, Pio, Covih, Man.

Jacob Neppanen, 1875-1901, stroke.

Sawin Johnson, 1875-1901. Son of J. Neppanen - (grandson of Bedia Jacob Neppanen)


Sueanna Neppanen
Daughter of

Children Neppanen - oldest daughter + in infancy.
Sokolin Hoffner * Sep 21, 1885 Manitoba + Mar 4, 1953 Leukemia
Son of Peter Hoffner

John J. Hoffner # 1886 + Sep 14, 1955 TB Sanatorium

00 1914
Anna Hoffner
Daughter of

Children Hoffner - 6
Joe
Jacob
Peter
Henry
Ben
Sara + Mrs. Ben Knudsen

- Thesand - Alberta
- Mission - Oregon City
- Vancouver - Washington
- Pierce - Alaska
- Sloan - Eau Claire, WI

- Mrs. Ben Knudsen
Katherine Friesen b Dec 12, 1902 (grandfather, R.
Daughter of Johann Friesen
1 Sara
Children Keppe - 4
David Nepper

Wardheim, South

00 1896?

Katherine Nepper b Aug 21 1877 (Kosciusko, AR)

Daughter of Peter Nepper

Children Nepper - 4 - 17

Come to Canada 1872?
John Neopnner *

Lexa hoener *
Daughter of Peter J. Loewen

4 Oct 1979 - Accidental Death

Children Neopnner
Judy
Sharon
Florence
Mark Andrew
Daniel John

Sisters - brothers - Loewen
Margaret
Susan
Ann
Vioze
Pete Loewen
John
Jaek
Abc
Bill
Ben

Frank Newton, Mesahe Budge, B.C.
Abd Rempel, Portage la Prairie
Frank Harris, Steinbach
Henry Rempel, Pte. George, B.C.

- Denver, Cal.
- First John, B.C.
- Winnipeg
- Steinbach
- Grand Prairie, Alta.

- A. B. Hoenes, Abbotsford
- Doerksen, Vernaune
- Thomas Camp bell, Steinbach
Johan Noopner  
+ 1947 exil

00 1921
Maria Peter 8 May 16, 1891 Chortkiv, SR  1 May 3, 1978
Daughter of Peter Peter
+ Maria Peter
+ marriage Abram Kraus

+ Children Peter, Maria and Franz
Hytha Noeppner 4 Feb 21 1901 Ukraine
Daughter of Dietrich Noeppner
4 Feb

Gerhard Enns 1

1957

Children Enns:

George

Evelyn Leven

Ernie

Victor Haun

Heena

Ruth

Peter Braun

Elvira

Bill Giesbrecht

Judi

Nelson

Henry Bergman

Peter Berg

Ruth

Vera Fast

Hans

Mary

Pete

Thad

Dietrich 4 1926